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Morris says his two books of letters were copied by ‘Aunt C’. The original letters seem
not to have survived.
At a few points in the text, a spindly handwriting in pencil has been inserted above a
line and often prefaced with ? Those are included in the transcription within hooked
brackets { }. Possibly Morris’ own annotation done some years later.
A full stop in the MSS is rendered by a line thus – but has been converted below into the
traditional full-stop.
Square brackets [ ] indicate insertions by transcribers to clarify or explain
A word followed by an attached question indicate uncertainty in the reading – e.g.
jarpic?
His use of capitals or lower case even where the reverse would have been expected has
been retained. Sometimes indicated by ‘(sic)’.
Likewise his punctuation has been retained.
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Rev. Robert Leslie Morris
Letters to his Mother
Two volumes
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Journal of R. L. Morris
commencing October 1861
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Southampton
Monday October 7th?
My Dearest Mother
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You may be glad of a line. Before we start, and before I close this, I will affix the latest news
in a postscript. All went on very well on Saturday, but Lymington is several stations from
Southampton and Milford 4 miles on, so that I could not come back to Shirleys yesterday,
and most likely I shall have no time to call today. Maud’s brother must be somewhere else
too as he does not appear in the Hants. Directory. Yesterday was a quiet happy day though
saddened by its being the last English Sunday for some time and by its not being spent by me
at Freyrn [= Freirn] Barnet. I heard Mr Lewis Campbell the rector twice and liked what I
could see of him. Cole has a very comfortable retreat with pretty thatched cottages; just two
rooms with old College recollections all round. He is going to stay here and see us off. Capel
will probably be down in a few minutes and then we must get our luggage on board and look
for letters at the Post and for Loveland [= a Priory in Bournemouth] other? about the place.
No letter from or appearance of//
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Henry and party. Dear, dear Mother, Goodbye once more to you and dearest Father and all
from your most affectionate son. Leslie
PS Capel has come all safe. Luggage on board all right, and all there seems very comfortable.
Alston has just had a telegram to Exmouth as his father is worse. Poor old Alston, he is much
troubled about it, and I feel very much for him. Loveland I have not yet seen, and we are now
going to the Post Office but I must not keep this longer. May you all be kept quite safe and
well and happy at home.
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{The Tagus [= their ship]}
Wednesday October 9th
We have now been two whole days at sea, and are at present rolling our way across the Bay
of Biscay. We left England shrouded in one of her own fogs so think that we were obliged to
anchor in the Solent and would only recognize the presence of the vessels around us by their
fog horns as they brayed in answer to our engine’s whistle. Dinner at 4 o’clock brought all
the passengers together, about 40 in all, but by this time our company at meal times has
dwindled down to 10 or less, several people having never appeared in//
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public since Monday evening. Most sumptuous are our six meals in the day but it would
require a La(w)yer’s eloquence to do them justice. Cabin room is of course very scanty(?),
and one of our companions, a German, “whose health is not a good one”, is very averse to the
introduction of fresh air. Perhaps his ills are owing to his prejudices but we fancy we can
trace our own to them. For we have neither of us been entirely amongst the exemplious (sic)
on board and have now and then had to yield with the best grace we could to Neptune’s
imperious sway. There are several Americans and Portuguese on board, and others, English
bores(?), have in their former travels lost much of the clearness of their mother tongue.
October 11th. We have just left Vigo after a stay of about two hours to land the mails. Some
of the passengers went on shore, but got thoroughly wet and found very little to see there,
beyond what we could perceive as well from the vessel. Several shore boats visited us with
provisions and some Lisbon passengers, and the clatter of the boatmen, and their picturesque
dress, was a very pleasant change after the monotony of our voyage. For with the exception
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of a heavy squall, which struck us last night, and nearly rolling us out of our berths,
frightened the ladies into the idea that were all going down//
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really very little has occurred on board worthy of notice. We have been gleaning information
from various passengers and our route will probably be somewhat as follows – after a day or
two in Lisbon, we shall take boat again for Cadiz – then to Seville for a week, and on to
Cordoba, and Granada - back to Gibraltar through Ronda, and then we purpose coasting,
leisurely up to Marseilles, touching at all the principal towns. From Alicante we may possibly
go over to Algiers for a little, but that is very indefinite at present. This leaves Madrid
unvisited, but unless we take sail from Alicante to see the Escorial it will be very difficult to
manage it. On leaving England, we talked of writing from Vigo, but in reality letters will go
as quickly, and more safely from Lisbon, as the same packet takes both the mails. The Tagus
is a slow vessel, and, with the wind, sometimes very strong, in our teeth most of the way, we
have been taking our time about its passage.
It will be late tomorrow when we arrive at Lisbon. Vigo harbour is particularly grand;
we enter through a narrow passage, nine miles in length from the sea, up to Vigo, bounded on
each side by high and uncultivated rocks, while the sea is all the way perfectly smooth, a
contrast to the lashing crested waves which for the last three days have been angrily dashing
against, and sometimes over
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our bows. The bright phosphorescent spots in the sea at night, have well repaid a stroll on
deck after tea, and we have sat on the forecastle, by the hour, drinking in the fresh Atlantic
air, and chatting of England or our future rambles, or silently watching the young moon and
listening as the half hour bells challenge the watch in the bows, for their musical “All right”.
A race on our side of the vessel with a steam boat for Cadiz, and on the other with an
occasional school of porpoises was a great relief, and there was a satisfaction too in feeling,
that the Bay of Biscay was left behind, and that by following the line of the base table land in
(sic) the horizon, we soon should leave Oporto in the background, and make for the mouth of
the Tagus.
October 12th. The weather, which until today might have been English, is changing
decidedly for the better; the sky is higher and clouds scarcer, the sea, an indescribably deep
blue, though it sometimes changes suddenly into a rich green for a mile or two. We have
passed the rocky ridge on which Cintra stands, and are now rounding the corner into the
Tagus. It is half past six, and the short dusk is rapidly going, but we can distinguish villages
here and there on the banks. Now and then a rocket starts up from our bow to signal our
approach, or we stop to take on board, a group
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of half starved officials in a seedy uniform, half military and half workhouse. These are
custom house officers and the rest are police, who after examining our passports, will give a
“permit” to go on shore, for the small sum of 3/-. They keep the passport until we deliver up
the “permit” on Monday. Our passports have not been visa’d for Portugal and we must pay a
visit to the English Consul. Some small sum will settle the difficulty. Now we have got on
shore, without being cheated by the boatmen, safely passed our knapsacks through the
Custom house, successfully charged the gang of hotel touters, beggars and porter, who
besiege us on the landing steps, and after following the “boots” of our hotel, the Braganza,
through various noble squares and streets, we landed at last in an English coffee-room; for
every thing is so English in this hotel it is difficult to believe we are really in Lisbon; even the
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waiters assure us they talk English, but such English as none but a Portuguese could
recognize. The square of the Black Horse, built soon after the earthquake, is the noblest I ever
saw, and another, which seems the fashionable promenade of Lisbon, is also infinitely
beyond anything an Englishman at home can fancy. The city is all built on a plan, each street,
forming part of the symmetry of
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the whole, and the houses are most noble every where. Our hotel is perched on a hill, so
steep, that our house windows are above the chimneys of the next house below, and
commands a magnificent view of the bay below. The Portuguese coinage is most puzzling.
Fancy 4,500 reis go to the pound, and they reckon everything by them: thus, a 200 reis piece
is about one franc, and five of these make one farthing. We are already fast forgetting the
flirtation between the doctor on board, and a fair American passenger, and the no less serious
one of “buttons’ and his anamorata, a little fellow servant. Then there are all sorts of minor
points, all noticeable in their way and which I cannot fully enter into. I suppose that in most
of the large towns that we visit we shall see much of it replicated, but, the picturesque fronts
of the houses is presented in various colours, or inlaid with brilliantly patterned tiles, the
roofs with their long ribs of red tiles, dovetailing into others below, watercarriers, nuns,
beggars, street urchins, clothes hanging to dry from the upper windows, oxen wagons, every
variety of mule carriage, in short, all the little clues to the every day life of the people, are
interesting to a degree, but must be seen or chatted over before they appear real. Its all would
look terribly tame on paper so that in these letters you must only look for the smallest
possible insight
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into our seeings and hearings for there will be much that I can only retain by a word or two in
a notebook, to be recalled hereafter. The fashionable way of sending letters seems to be the
overland route. They start every day whereas the Mail steamers are once a week or even
fortnight, but each takes about a week to reach England.
It is most likely that the sketch of our route in Spain, given above, is not quite correct,
as conveyances are uncertain, and can only be discovered as we go along, but letters from
England reaching Gibraltar by the 12th of November, within a day or so, will find us there, or
after that to Marseilles, up to the end of the week month. “For further particulars see future
letters”. As these jottings of my fancy from time to time are more or less for general
distribution, I cannot touch on any of the tender subjects that have bound me to my most
intimate friends in England, but you must each for yourselves, when this comes greeting
(sic), imagine my particular sentiments towards you. And you are hereby requested to pass on
these valuable documents to the next anxious reader with all due speed, or at least any
unnecessary delay. Pray commend me to my friends, should you happen to meet with any,
and for further information
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on any points which you may wish to learn more of, I can do no better than refer you to
“Murray”. An hour or two of light reading will, immeasurably improve your intellectual, and
conversational powers, the greatness of which deserves the effort, and as Murray’s
impressions, are, and must ever be, far more deep and accurate than mine, it will save you
trouble, and perhaps unlearning as well, if you pass on my letter at once, and read that
invaluable authority without any reference to our wanderings.
The outskirts of Lisbon are irregular, and on the sides of hills, which an English horse
would despair of climbing. But the views from every part of the tops of these, are well worth
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the clambering, and considering that earthquakes are annually expected here as a matter of
course, like a London fog or two in November, the town is in capital repair.
My Dearest Mother,
This package would not be complete without a line in it to you, for the rest is not a home
letter. Now that we are really started my way seems much clearer before me, and every thing
is most promising. Capel is really a fine hearted fellow, and I have no fear of leaving most
things to him. He is going to write pretty regularly to Castle Dillon
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and to Mr Dobbin; he is to keep the purse, and all the accounts. I am ready to step in at any
gap, and indeed we consult upon every little point; but if I pull the strings, his is the figure
that appears and acts in public. There is every possible confidence between us, and he quite
looks to me for the headwork. Yesterday (Sunday) we went to the English Church. It is rather
an indifferent service with an indifferent Clergyman to lead it, and I am afraid an indifferent
congregation in most senses. But we, or rather he, for I leave him to speak for both as long as
I can, had to stand out against going to a Bull fight etc with a party of English. At present, I
have only had to confirm, not oppose, any of his opinions and wishes. So far, so well. For
myself, I feel strengthened by his company. Do not think that I shall think the less of you all,
or of home pursuits because of the distance between us. This letter goes overland by the
Daily post. It will take a week to reach you. Please thank Mr Bradley for me for all he has
done. You will be able to answer any questions of his as well as I could. I wished to have
written to him but had not time before we started. Also Mr Kew, his hints have been a great
help and when after a day or two, we are in Spain itself, they will be still more so. Please let
Alston Coles (?) direction for the next week be
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Highfield House, Exmouth. I wish I could hear how his Father was but he promised to write
to Gibraltar. The hair movement is going on rapidly; the sun is very hot and I am going to
buy a straw hat for about 1/- or 1/6! Every thing else in the way of kit is perfect thanks to
your forethought. Goodbye for another week to you all, I thought often of dearest Father on
his birthday, and shall of Massa T. on his. Always most lovingly
(signed) R. Leslie Morris
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Thursday 17th October
Cindas Novas
Till last Monday, we lived like ordinary travellers, in the more habitable parts of Portugal but
we have since pryed a little deeper into the habits and customs of this pleasant hospitable
people. On Tuesday we paid a visit to Cintra 15 miles from Lisbon. The calesero in which we
were driven by a man who could not understand a word we said, is a two-horsed carriage, to
hold three and a driver, with no peculiarities about it worth describing except broken spring
and inhabited cushions, and springs and cushions of any sort are rather scarce. One most
striking feature on the roads, are the ox wagons which have probably seen no change in their
manufacture, since the days of the Romans.
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On a rough axle tree which connects two wheels, exactly like wooden millstones, is poised a
platform, about 5 feet square, the bottom of the cart; out of this grows the pole, to which the
oxen are yoked, in front, and above is built a sort of trellis work, all round to keep the
packages in. There is a rough hoarding run up, by way of greater security. The mule carts are
the principal conveyances across country, indeed, after the diligence, there is nothing else to
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be got. They are larger and with canvas hoods, but an hour’s ride (about three miles and a
half) is too much for anyone who is not bruise proof. At Cintra, the loveliest and most
mountainous place in the barren, flat country round Lisbon, we found an old Welshwoman’s
hotel, with every possible comfort; and it was well we were so well quartered for the rain
came down in torrents as soon as we were in. “We”, you must know, in this instance, and
probably in most of our future travels, includes one or more fellow travellers, with whom
from their English tongue, sometimes natural, and at others grafted, we may fall in. On the
rain partially clearing up, “we” hired donkeys, decked in all sorts of gorgeous trappings, on
which to ascend the hills, and such hills as we seldom see in England, winding paths up the
side of a precipice is too good a name for road.
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Up and up we went, till we reached an old palace, partly carved out of the solid rock, and
adorned by Don Ferdinand, a Spanish monarch of three centuries ago, in a thoroughly
Moorish style; it all remains perfect now. Having admired everything inanimate and feed
(sic) the living productions of the castle, we turned to go down again; and it was an
undertaking never to be forgotten; imagine three of us, at the top of the precipitous
watercourse, they term a road, mounted helplessly on our donkeys, and then started down a
cliff by a man in a red sash and blue night cap, who came leaping down after us, uttering the
most frightful yells at the animals the whole way: of course they never dreamt of stopping till
they reached the bottom: and no small part of the evil, was a thick mist, which effectually
(sic) prevented us seeing more than three feet beyond the donkey head.
After thus “doing” Lisbon and the neighbourhood so satisfactorily, we determined to
push on from Cadiz for Sevile (sic), but the boat does not sail till next Monday, nominally,
and they are not particular to a day or two, so in spite of the total absence of conveyance, sun
and provisions, and the certainty of being robbed and murdered on the road, which were all
duly depicted to us by various well-informed authorities, we made up our minds to go
overland to Cadiz,
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or rather to Seville, by way of Badajoz; we started yesterday morning in company with an
Englishman who talks Spanish well, and a commissionaire, who for his food, and a trifle
extra, undertakes to smooth down every difficulty, as to luggage, language etc etc. First a
little wheezy steamboat, ferried us in the course of an hour across the Tagus, and we looked
back for the last time on the city, thriving and busy, as if no earthquake could ever shake
those noble piles to ruin again; where the men hang their large blue umbrellas open from a
neighbouring window-bay, while they pick their teeth with a friend at the corner, where the
women find their chief occupation in hanging half out of [the] window the best part of the
day, and giving passers by the opportunity of criticizing their olive complexions, and raven
black hair and eyes. We were landed at a tolerable railway pier, and travelled very
respectably by train to the further terminus, Vendas Novas. There a diligence travels night
and day for Badajoz, but we could not get places for yesterdays (sic) mail, and had to wait
here till 8 o’clock this evening for the next. And now begins another page of adventures, or at
least some of the novelties of roughing it. We had to stay in a Portuguese Venda, or inn
which is a very good specimen of its kind.
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It is all built on the ground floor principle, and here is a rough sketch of its plan.
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Saturday 19th October Lisbon
Dinner was the first thing on our arrival at Vendas Novas. It consisted of salt water soup,
thickened with rice, and stirred up with a piece of pork to give it flavour and an oily surface;
a tough old patriarch from the henyard, along with oil and flanked with the piece of pork
aforesaid; and the flesh of a worked out ox, stewed in garlic. After these came the large
melon, an indispensable in a Portuguese dinner, but we had little appetite for it. At the back
of the Venda, there are, among other garden productions, hedges of aloes and cactus, groves
of oranges and lemons, olive plantations and grapevines, and pomegranates here and there.
We had not long finished dinner, when a terrific hailstorm set in: the stones were as large as
small apples, and the whole village was thrown into the greatest consternation.
The people are in the utmost fear of earthquakes here, and above the almost deafening
noise of the hail on the roof, rose the screams of the people outside, and the prayers of the
women inside the house, who had rushed off to their bedrooms, at the first approach of the
storm
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and counted their beads, and mumbled their Ave Maria’s as fast as possible. An hour
afterwards they had entirely forgotten all their terror, and sat down merrily to supper. It was a
beautiful night afterwards, and we took a stroll to look at the moon; and listen to the frogs
croaking. They make much the same noise in Portuguese as in English, only much louder. At
Vendas Novas is a school for soldiers, and a peculiar class of copper-coloured pig. At three in
the morning the soldiers were awake, like anescloes?, at the sound of the bugle, and soon
afterwards the mule carts started on their travels; the shouting of the drivers, and the tinkling
of bells on the harness, allowed us no more sleep. Yesterday we took the diligence for
Badajoz. It is a distance of 80 miles and takes 17 hours; we were in the coupé, and saw
everything to be seen on the road, which was not much, and as it was like most diligence
journeys, I will not attempt to describe it. Suffice it to say that we lost a lot of unnecessary
time on the road, could get little fit to eat and were not upset. We reached Badajoz with
empty stomachs and were dismayed when we saw the best hotel in the place; we sat down to
a dinner worse cooked, and less palatable than the Vendas Novas repast, and
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soon made two important discoveries; one was that in the capital of the province containing
12,000 or 14,000 inhabitants, there was no sort of conveyance which could take us to Seville
in less than 7 days, and for twice that number of pounds. (the distance is about 100 miles).
The other discovery was that B flats and F sharps, were flatter and sharper in Badajoz than in
any English piano, and the results of the two was, that we took places in the diligence to
Lisbon, unmoved by the scowling of a brigand looking muleteer who wished us to ride with
him to Seville. We named him the “cut-throat” or hangdog. Poor fellow, he smelt terribly of
garlic, but we know nothing worse of him. Only one incident occurred on our way back to
vary the monotony of the journey. At Elvas the frontier town of Portugal, as Badajoz is of
Spain, the searching department, discovered some tobacco, a decidedly contraband article,
9

and on further search, he found a quantity of cigars belonging to our travelling companion
{Mr Hart} the English Consul [in London] for Mexico. We were marched out of the
diligence, through the fortifications, up the principal streets, guarded by the official, his subs
following, each with a stick, and a packet of the cigars, the mob looked enquiries?, the
soldiers bayonets at the?
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and on we went to a superior official’s. Here we heard that we should be imprisoned for 30
days, lose the cigars, and the tickets for the diligence, to say nothing of the steamer for Cadiz
on Monday, and the time we had allotted to all Spain. But a happy thought struck me while
we were shut up in the outer reception rooms: we sent in our cards!!
James L. Hart Esqu. her Britannic Majesty’s Consul etc etc
Sir Capel Molyneux, Bart. Castle Dillon, Ireland
R. Leslie Morris Esqu. Pembroke College Oxford
The effect was instantaneous; we were taken to the extra-head superior-official, who
said that the sub-vice-deputy official, had grossly exceeded his duty, requested us to receive
our cigars, and his governmental apologies, and promised to telegraph to Lisbon, to acquaint
them of our approach, and request them to pass our luggage free of search. It shows how
thoroughly rotten their system is here, and to an Englishman, the espionage is doubly
irksome. In Lisbon at night instead of a tall English policeman, pacing his round with a firm
bold step, fearless and alone, one sees two or three soldiers together, all small, and in badly
fitting uniforms of battered cloth and tin-kettle looking
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helmets, prowling and skulking along under the windows, noiseless & stealthy. They are
badly paid by government, and will take any small bribe from a culprit they may happen to
catch, and are naturally the greatest scoundrels in the city. One peculiarity in Lisbon are the
front doors; no such thing as a porch or door knocker exists; some have bells; all are painted
green, and are very like English coach house doors, much stained with dirty finger marks
near the keyhole. Everything that becomes by age, out of use or repair, is allowed to remain
so; they build new houses, and leave the old ones in (sic) carcases, and if an ox cart breaks
down, it is made into a bridge for a small stream or gutter. Tomorrow we shall go again to the
English Church; we are told that Spain is far less tolerant than Portugal and seldom or never,
shall we find any Protestant service there. Nous verrons. Meanwhile, as sleep has been a
difficult-to-be-obtained article, for the last few nights, I must be off to bed. On Monday, this
letter leaves for England, and we for Spain, to which Portugal is to be nothing in comparison.
Adios, hermanos cabellaros (sic) [Goodbye, brother horsemen]
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Granada
Wednesday

My Dearest Mother,
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Your letter and dearest Father’s, reached me quite safely at Gibraltar;
they were the only letters, but a gentleman there has promised to forward any that may arrive
afterwards to Marseilles and will you please write after receipt of this there also, as we leave
here tomorrow for Madrid. Indeed I shall post this in Madrid as soon as we arrive, as we shall
be there before the post. We shall leave Madrid about the 13th, as we have to hurry on. Mr
Hart who is with us wants to be in England by the end of the month. We shall start for Egypt
about the same time. That is all the official part of the letter, and all account of the Alhambra
here and our other doings I must defer till my next. We have been travelling fast & I could
not get off a letter last Monday, as I have all other weeks. I had been sighing so to hear from
you. Thank you both so much for every word, and the little printed scraps. I have been
thinking so much of you and trying to picture you all, and it is so nice to hear you are well,
and to know all the little bits of home news. I am so glad that dear Henry’s plans, are all
settled happily. Do not be too anxious dearest mother about me, because we are divided by so
many miles or hours now, than we have been before; God’s arm is not shortened that he
cannot save, and he will hear us when we pray wherever we are. Spain you know is a very
intolerant country, and no religion
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is recognised here but Romanism. But Capel and I said parts of the services on Sunday
together, and we have a quiet time for reading every morning and evening. At night he
always repeats two favourite hymns of his before we go to sleep. He is in sad trouble now. At
Gibraltar he found letters, one from his Mother and another from a cousin who is at Castle
Dillon; both told him of the very dangerous illness of his Sister, and neither gave him any
hope of her recovery. He says he has no wish to go back to Ireland, as the last date was the
16th and he cannot hope to see her again. Perhaps you have seen her death mentioned in the
papers. It will be really a happy release to her; and he is happier now than he was poor
fellow. I have heard nothing from Alston about his father, who was very ill when I left
England. Very possibly I may send a package to England by Mr. Hart at the end of the
month, which you will receive in due course. I have been making some small purchases at
different places but not extravagant ones. The most expensive is a little picture by a first rate
artist in Seville. It cost me £2.4s but it is really good and is better than a lot of more trumpery
things for the same money. The English price would be about £7 or perhaps more. We have
continually seen such groups in the early mornings at the different Cathedrals.
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No, Mother I am not so smooth as when I left you, for
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I have not shaved once since we sailed. Nor so meek I suppose if meekness depends on a
clean chin and upper lip. Here we are in November under a clear blue cloudless sky, among
roses and dahlias, bananas and pines. Enclosed are leaves from the Alhambra and the gardens
of Omar’s Palace close by. The myrtle leaves are from a tree planted by the Moors. I must not
go on writing now, as we have a hard day’s work tomorrow with 36 hours of diligence to
wind up with, and a letter or two more to write tonight, to Mr Dobbin for one. I might go on
scribbling down thoughts for a long time, but I must stop somewhere. Has the Bursar settled
about my rooms yet? Will you please post the enclosed for Mr Hart? Many good byes to you
all dear people with love and love.
Your most affectionate son
(signed) R. Leslie Morris
There is also a little sprig of the pepper tree.
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Friday Nov 1st
Gibraltar
Late on Monday last, we left Seville for Cadiz by train, a journey of five hours at a leisurely
continental railway pace of from 15 to 20 miles an hour, but heavy rain set in, and we were
nearly 3 hours late; and, while I remember it, look in Punch for last week for a critique on
foreign railways. It is very true that all the officials seem utterly above considering the
comfort etc of passengers and look upon travellers as a sort of tolerated nuisance. Punctuality,
or the slightest idea of business movements are unknown to them. Trains may be
unseasonably late, steamboats may refuse to sail for some 24 hours; diligence offices may
close at any hour but that advertised on little or no pretext. This next instance will show it
you tolerably well. We were not in bed till about 2 on Tuesday morning, and got up at 5
again, to catch a steamer from Cadiz which was to sail at 7. We took a store boat to the
steamer, put our luggage on board and were then informed that she did not sail till the
following morning at 7. The reason given was that her coals were not yet on board.
Accordingly we spent the day in Cadiz, and were up at 5 am Wednesday morning. Luckily
she sailed then, at least an hour and a half behind time, but a fortnight ago, a gentleman &
lady, had been up for five days in succession at that hour, only to come back again for
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the first four. On the fifth day, they got fairly away from Cadiz by the steamer. We reached
Gibraltar a little before gunfire, at sunset that is, but tomorrow we are to ride through all the
galleries etc and I shall defer any description of this wonderful rock, until after we have
thoroughly done the Lion. For the present, you must come with me to Tangiers, where we
spent last night. Our voyage over there took some time as the as the (sic) captain towed a
couple of vessels out of the bay, went back to Gibraltar for a stray passenger, and then
paddled out of his course to meet various other craft in the straits; however they declined his
services and in time we reached Tangiers. A small boat took us near the shore, and then other
Moors, waded into the sea, and carried us on their shoulders to the shore. One gentleman, not
vigorous enough in his gesticulations to the mob, narrowly escaped being carried in
piecemeal, as each limb was seized by a different Arab, and his coattail held up by another.
They are certainly, as a race, the finest set of men we have yet seen, very tall, with large
handsome features, and immense limbs. Their dress is light and trifling, a shirt and a pair of
drawers to the knees. Sometimes by way of full dress, they wear a rough smock frock with a
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hood to it, a pair of slippers and a Fez cap or a turban. Camels, children, both Jewish and
Moorish in profusion,
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and in indescribable dirt, are some of the most important productions of the place. But
without the camels, the children, and the dirt, the place would lose its greatest charms. We
were fortunate enough to fall in with a Moorish wedding procession. The bridegroom sits at
home, wrapt in contemplation and the tobacco smoke, prepared to receive his bride. She is
carried in a covered rickety palanquin, on mens (sic) shoulders, in the middle of a crowd, and
such a crowd, of singers, and musicians, ululations, and rif-raf. The music (and we had in the
best in the town to play to us after dinner) is the most deafening noise, vocal and
instrumental, you can imagine. The tune is good, every thing else is utterly bewildering and
beyond criticism. The best instruments are almost unrecognizable branches of the fiddle and
banjo tribes, while fifes and tambourines help to sustain the most important passages. The
former sound like very heavily charged bagpipes. We thought our selves prepared for any
national music, after listening to the Spanish Gypsies in Seville, but were defeated utterly in
Tangiers, and after an hour, ordered the band out. I forgot to say that the lady may be sent
back in a day or two to her maiden home, if not approved of. But they are very tenacious of
muffling up the ladies from the general gaze. The husband …

©
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will let one die, rather than a doctor should see her. There is a capital hotel in Tangiers, kept
by an English woman, and manned by Moorish waiters with bare legs and everything was
certainly most comfortable, and the dinner superb. Neither the large native partridges, nor the
native dish, cuscoscacas (sic), were to be despised. It is a fact too, that Tangerine oranges,
wherever they may come to England from, do not come from Tangiers. We sail in a day or
two for Malaga, en route for Granada. A propos of Malaga, here is a story about it to interest
you. A gentleman we have met in our wanderings, wanted a saltwater bath in the hotel, but he
could not have it, in consequence of a police regulation. They are afraid that the people of the
hotel may evaporate the water after bathing, collect the salt and evade the duty. You must
please make every possible allowance for mistakes and indistinct writing in this letter that the
kindness of your hearts will grant me, for I am dreadfully bullied by mosquitoes all the time,
and nothing but actual experience, or from Albert Smiths description of them will give you
any idea of the torment: we bang and buffet our hands and foreheads to no purpose, and must
submit patiently at last, as they are most difficult to kill
Pdf 37
Gibraltar
Saturday
The voyage to Gibraltar through the straits is most magnificent; were I practical I might
indulge you with rhapsodies on Cape Trafalgar, on the coast of Africa, rising suddenly from
the sea in one abrupt and glorious jumble of cloud capt (sic) mountains, on the narrow gulf,
which once never existed, but now yawns between the lands of knowledge, liberty and
civilization on one side, and the untrodden region of barbarian ignorance on the other. But
neither comparison is fairly true, and I am out of my depth already. Beyond that next point of
Allsciras {Algeciras} is Gibraltar and on that grey rock, almost an island, like England and
with almost a perfect outline of the never dying British Lion still waves our glorious flag.
There’s a flag that waves o’er land and sea
No matter when or where
And to say that flag is ought but free
Is more than the boldest dare
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Gibraltar is for a short visit, one of the most curious places it is possible to see. Sit is the
hallway house between Europe, Asia and Africa. Every one speaks his own language, and
wears his native dress. Civilization and barbarism clash. A Cockney, fresh by steamer from
England, is consulting his handbook, close to a date merchant from Timbuctoo. The houses
might well be built on the model of a poor street in Southampton. They are
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crammed with English carpets, curtains etc, which are only an annoyance and collect the
vermin of the place. The streets are called Bomb House Lane, Barrack Square etc. Gibraltar is
a perfectly free port, no customs, no searching of luggage, and lots of smuggling. Again in
religion Gibraltar is the antithesis of Spain. All creeds are perfectly free here. After all, it is
an English garrison, transported to the Lion rock. Every corner bustles with artillery, each
rock is defended by another; at every turn is a red coated sentinel on guard. Every thing is on
the alert, the gates are closed at sunset, and after 12 no civilian can pass without the
watchword for the night. No foreigner can live here without a permit from the police
magistrate. The galleries, military tunnels through the rock, are wonderfully fortified, about
two miles of batteries, which cover every inch of the bay, and the views from the signal
house on the top, and the European point are unparalleled. The former is the sentinel watchtower of the Mediterranean, or as it has been called, the battle sea of Europe. There are a few
hundred yards of neutral ground in the narrow strip below. The Spanish sentry boxes are
stone, but the English are wooden, as ours are not permanent, and we intend to advance them
into Spain as soon as they give us the chance.
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Madrid
Nov. 9th
Nothing worth record occurred in our short voyage from Gibraltar to Malaga, nor need I
devote many lines to the latter place. It has few attractions beyond climate, almonds and
cacssus? and sweet potatoes. From the top of the Cathedral is a noble view of the mountains
of Granada, and the whole route, through Granada to Madrid, with the exception of the last
few miles, is a noble mountainous track. There is a protestant burial place at Malaga, the first
permitted by government for the repose of heretical bodies. They used to be buried in the sea
sands below low water mark. Coffee, cocoa, cotton, plums and sugarcanes, are all grown at
Malaga, where the climate is almost tropical. But I must pass over all these minor items &
write what I can about Granada. Granada itself is dirty enough to be any other Spanish town.
The people are just as idle the streets just as narrow. But on the heights above Granada still
towers the Alhambra. The native has no appreciation of anything old, today is everything to
him {(? manana & amour)} and has only exerted himself to mutilate, all that the Moor
laboured to adorn. The Alhambra, has at different times been whitewashed, given up to
invalid soldiers prisoners and convicts, used as a cook’s shop, porcelain manufactory, donkey
stable and sheep pen. But it has been of late years, much restored, and in the Crystal Palace,
Owen Jones and laid on gold & colour enough to eclipse any restoration. He could not
procure alabaster columns, and has therefore substituted gilded
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elegance. We devoted one day to the Alhambra, but I could have enjoyed three. All I can do
on paper is enumerate some few special bits of the Alhambra, and refer you to Murray, or
Washington Irving or Owen Jones illuminated plans of the Alhambra, for any further
information. First we walk up between wooded slopes tenanted by nightingales, and kept
green by watercourses. The water was brought by the Moors, from the snowy heights of the
mountains that overlook Granada, and runs down in torrents with a waste that would shock a
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Director of a Water work company. Then comes the gate of Justice, the “Sublime Porte”
where the king used to sit and dispense judgement. This is entirely eastern, vide Deut. 16-18
and all the history of David. Over the horseshoe arch is an open hand, over the inner one a
key, and “when the hand comes down, and takes the key, then will the Moors regain
possession of Granada”. One might also add “Then will the Spaniards become grateful to
England for all she has done for them.” The hand may either be a type of the five
commandments of Islam, or a talisman against the “Evil eye”. The key denotes knowledge.
Next we ascend the tower where the Christian flag was first hoisted, and from it the
panorama is glorious. Below is Granada, and its plantation beyond lies the plain of the Vega.
Beyond again are the snowy tops of the Alpujarras mountains. No painting alone, no poetry
alone can describe it, the scene of the last campaigns
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of the Moor and Christian. The outside of the Alhambra is cold and forbidding, and gives no
promise of the Aladdin gorgeousness that once reigned within. Inside every thing is oriental,
fountains, baths, colonnades, inscriptions from the Koran, and every possible intricate
geometrical tilework. The patterns are a careful and almost infinite number of combinations
of lines and colours. Then there are the conical ceilings, the honeycomb stalactite roofs, and
inlaid cedarwork; the hanging doors as used in ancient temples and continued in the East to
the present day. Then we visit the hall of Ambassadors, at each side of the entrance are the
recesses where the slippers were placed. This is the reception room of state. The dome &
ceiling and royal rooms are all most gorgeous, but the hall of Ambassadors in the Alcazar of
Seville is even more striking. In the Cathedral are buried Ferdinand and Isabella, and their
coffins silent witnesses of those days long gone by, bring us back from wild romance to sober
history, they make everything real. Their best monuments are the Alhambra, and the
mountains and plains of Granada. These were the last two strongholds of the Moors, and by
these two were they secured for Spain. In their reign was the New World discovered, when
the old was becoming too cramped for growing man. Shak(e)speare calls them “the wisest
King who ever ruled in Spain” and “Queen of earthly Queens”. The royal
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tombs are the most beautiful pieces of sculpture we have seen in Spain. For the last two
nights we have not been in bed at all, nor were we on Monday night; these diligences travel
all night, and are so built as to afford every one, the least possible room. Our only plan is to
secure the berliner which answers to the French coupé, some few days beforehand, and then
to pack ourselves with as little cramp in prospect as possible. For some hours on Monday
night, we walked by the side of the diligence, up the mountain defile in the moonlight, a
proceeding totally contrary to the ideas of our Spanish fellow travellers.
Though our teams consist of either 10 or 12 mules, the pace is seldom more than 3
miles an hour. A postilion rides in front, the head driver lashes the wheelers, and an
underdriver or sort of horse fiend, is continually climbing up and down from the roof running
by the side, and lashing all the animals in the traces in turn, calling them all by name, or
throwing stones at them. The mules are fat and long eared, with mane and tail fantastically
cut into various patterns, their coats are shaved off too, leaving narrow stripes of hair here
and there. The sub-muleteer is dressed something after the following manner. He ties a gay
coloured silk handkerchief over his head, with two long tails hanging down behind, his hat is
either like that of which I sent you a sketch or is of another cast? {pattern}, a mixture of
Pdf 43
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cloth and sheepskin, studded with silver tags, and filigree buttons, or more commonly of
brown cloth, with the back, arms and elbows tricked out with flowers and orders? in
embroidery or patches of various coloured cloth. His waistcoat is rich silk, his knee britches
ornamented like the coat and tied a(t) the knee with corded tassel. He has a gaudy neck
handkerchief, and the indispensable red or bright yellow scarf round his waist. In this he
carries the stones, to throw at the mules, as well as the Spanish knife; and his whip. He
screetches and yowls all the way. The start is a most important ceremony. All the ostlers and
idlers collect, and when the head driver has collected his rope-reins they all shout and shower
an indiscriminate volley of blows and stones at the team. Passing drivers will stop and turn to
run with the diligence, and lash a few of the animals.
You shall hear of Madrid in my next letter, but I must not delay to send off this letter
now on the following account. We must reach Marseilles by the 23rd or 24th at latest, and
boats leave for Alexandria on the 28th and 5th proximo, we may be off by the 28th so let all
letters please leave England by the 23rd at the latest; as it is very difficult to get letters
forwarded after leaving a place: the Post Office will not undertake it. After that date please
direct to Poste Restante, Alexandria. At Marseilles the clique of Brown, Jones and Robinson
will be broken up.
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and we have had a group Photograph taken of the firm in Madrid, but it is not yet sent on.
Capel, as the stoutest of the three, sustains the original character of Robinson, your humble
servant is little Brown; as for Jones, at present unknown to you, he appears occasionally in
the Times as James L. Hart Esq Consul for Mexico etc etc.
Los tres Ingleses, are all in the best possible health.
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Valencia Nov 15th
Every one who wishes to know Spain, should go to Madrid, and most people who see
Madrid, will be disappointed with it. There is very little there that is Spanish, for the people,
the shops, the carriages and the thousand and one necessaries of every day life, are second
rate French imitation. It is a city built up of modern rubbish, and lackered over with French
polish. But all the anomalies and contradictions there expose a great deal of the spirit of
modern Spain which has all the evils and few of the advantages of European civilization,
which has all the dirt and little of the chivalry and romance of former times. The Spaniards
are too insensible to the charm of their native peculiarities to endeavour to resuscitate them,
and too lazy to pick out the real advantages other countries possess, as well as too proud to
imitate them. Madrid was built by a capricious monarch, in an evil hour for Spain in the very
worst possible position for a capital, and to this day it
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is hardly recognized as such by the people. Their ambition rather than affection binds them to
it. It is a second rate modern city, tolerably clean, and considerably uninteresting. Its one
redeeming feature is the Museum, one of the grandest national collections of pictures in the
world. Imagine a day and a half with Velasquez, Murillo, Rubens, Titian and Vandyke,
beside Paul Veronese and Raphael, besides other innumerable. There are more than 2000
pictures there, and at first it seems as if a year and a half were too short to spend there. The
Spanish catalogue prides itself on giving the size of all the pictures, quantity versus quality.
Every possible school of painting, except English is represented here. The royal stables and
coach houses are immense and the mules in their trappings and some gorgeous old procession
cars are worth seeing. A few miles out of Madrid, in one of the gloomiest dreariest spots in
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all the desolate country round the city, stands the Escorial. The eighth wonder of the world. It
is a combined palace. Convent and tomb built by the ultra Catholic Philip II to fulfil a panicinspired vow made to San Lorenzo on the battle field of St Quentin {Here note on S.
Lawrence}. The memorable gentleman had been broiled on a gridiron, and according to
Spanish legends he enjoyed it immensely, and would have liked a repetition of the frying
process. He directed the cooks to turn him when he was half done, and invited them to eat
him afterwards. The Escorial …
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is therefore built in the shape of a gridiron; its appearance is like a huge granite poorhouse or
overgrown barrack. There is nothing grand in it but its size, nothing royal religious or ancient.
But when one is inside and has passed along among its silent heavy passages and solemn
looking quadrangles, and has reached the chapel, one’s feelings are very different. All is
simple and unadorned, and majestically quiet, with none of the tawdry gilding and tinsel
statues of the Churches and Cathedrals elsewhere in Spain. There is nothing mean or trivial
here, and when sufficiently awed by the chapel we visited the royal tombs, By a jarpic? lined
staircase and with torches in our hands, we descended into the octagon(al) charnel.
There are 26 niches in the walls, each filled with a black marble urn. Most are tenanted, but
some are still empty. We saw the tomb destined for the present Queen. Madrid is the most
unhealthy place in all Spain; for nine months of the year it is broiling hot, for the other three
it is bitterly cold. There is some peculiarly fatal subtilty (sic) in the air of Madrid, and the
natives carefully exclude it from house and lungs. The women are muffled up in their pocket
handkerchiefs; the men in their cloaks, and I never felt at all unwell after leaving England till
we reached Madrid.
Barcelona.
From Madrid to Valencia the country is most beautiful at
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least after leaving the Sahara in which Madrid is built, orange groves on each side of the
railroad, glistening in the bright sun, whose rays soon became almost tropical again. It was
one of the prettiest sights we have seen, since we left English orchards and hedges behind us.
The mountains soon rise again and run in long ridges down to the sea. Valencia itself is a
clean and pretty, but otherwise uninteresting place. The silk manufactures are very extensive
there, and there are whole groves of the white mulberry tree, on which the silkworms wander
and feed at leisure. There is a magnificent avenue 3 miles in length from Valencia to Grao [=
Grau], the sea port, and the bull ring in Valencia is the best we have seen. Bull fights have not
been going on, while we were staying in any of the principal towns, for the weather is too
cold now for the bull to be properly maddened to play his part to perfection, but we have
heard every possible opinion expressed in (sic) the fight. The worst part of it is the wholesale
massacre of the horses, for the bullring is the knacker’s yard of Spain. The horses are not
destined for the ring, till they are too unfit to work in harness, and they are therefore too slow
in their movements to be able to avoid the bull, even were they not blindfolded as is always
the case. The best matadors keep their own horses, and then it is different, for they get good
beasts and it is their interest to
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save them, as they have sometimes done during the whole season. Otherwise each bull will
often kill 4 or 5 horses; a man well mounted is seldom hurt. From Valencia to Barcelona is a
pleasant steam trip, of one night up the Mediterranean, and Barcelona is well worth a visit.
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There is life, wealth and industry there; for this is the actual capital of Spain in every respect,
except being the residence of royalty, and the seat of government. And both these are a force
in Spain, where officials are paid by bribery instead of salaries. The chief scale is that the
higher the office, the higher must be the bribe, but as a rule they all have their price.
We have just returned from Montserrat, a glorious mountain in the neighbourhood; we slept
in the convent at the top, and wandered among its peaks, and breathed its clear brisk air all
the morning. The view from the top is magnificent, all the hill country below, looking like a
promiscuous assemblage, of mole hills, bordered only by the bright blue water of the
Mediterranean. Adios, signores y signoritas.
Marseilles Saturday Nov 22
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My dearest Mother,
My heart is so full of you all after the glorious heap of letters I have been revelling in today,
that I cannot
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go to bed without a few jottings down of home thoughts. Here is another change; this is only
the 23rd and we only arrived here at 12 o’clock last night, but we are off tomorrow for Malta,
and shall be taken on thence to Alexandria, after a few days. There is reason for all this,
which in England you can hardly realize, and it has been a great trouble to me that the letters
have been left behind. But par example, The (sic) boat on the 28th is full; it is an English one,
and all the places are already taken at the P and O office in London. The next boat would be
the 5th of next month, and we cannot spend our time here all the time; so we have to sail by
the Indus a french (sic) vessel which goes tomorrow. We cannot help starting on a Sunday
therefore, though we willingly would. Do not fear about letters; from Gibraltar they were
forwarded here, and Madrid they follow us to Alexandria. Do not think we will miss letters if
we can help it. I have received neither newspaper nor Alston Coles’ letter, nor Christianas
(sic) to Madrid, nor the 1st letter in which you speak of Bersly and Partsons. But today came
Henig’s and one of yours from Gibraltar Christiana’s 2nd and two more of yours, enclosing
dear Father’s and Aunty’s. All the latter being directed here. I devoured every word of them,
and shall soon attack them again. From Malta you shall have an official despatch
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of our later wanderings. By this time I trust you have my last letter with the photograph in it,
so Mr Hart will hardly look a stranger. He has just left us for Paris, en route for home. You
will detect a ‘iatus in his haspirates perhaps now and then. I should think he was a moneyed
man, with little education, but what he has given himself, and who has secured a Consulship,
to get a position rather than emolument. But he has been very kind to us, and helped us
wonderfully through Spain, though possibly, if left to shift for ourselves, we should have
gained more in experience and the language. There was no gap between our first Sunday in
Lisbon, and the Monday we went to Cintra. You have given us credit for a week too much. In
the package Mr H will bring you, is a Bernouse or African Opera Cloak, a Pipe, Pouch, and
some Tobacco from Morocco, a Spanish shawl, the common head dress of the native women,
though a bright patterned silk handkerchief is more correct for the summer: a Spanish knife,
which men and women alike carry for they are always picking their quarrels or their teeth.
The toothpicks are carried behind the ear or in the hat brim, in which are also deposited their
cigar lights and cigarettes. A little morocco necklace also, and a Spanish fan. He has a
Pdf 51
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stereoscopic view of the Giralda tower in Seville too. Besides that there is the picture, and
one volume of Murray he wanted to see, so there are several things altogether. But do not
give any things away yet, as I cannot tell who may have what till after paying our other visits.
Those for Morocco and Spain are not much too much, but I will not indulge so much in
future. I am so sorry that Henig’s tutorship is over for the present, but he is quite right to
throw it up. Oh every bit of news of yours was so nice, and I can picture you all more clearly,
than I ever could while tolerably near in England. But poor Capel’s letters today were the
first he got to confirm the fears, almost certain fears of his sister’s death, so that it was no
shock to him now. He has most happy accounts of her death from his Cousin chiefly, Aylmer
Somerset, who was there at the last, a very nice Christian young fellow. He has also letters
from his Sister, mother agent & Mr Dobbin. She was buried last Monday, while we were in
the Convent on Montserrat …. Love on love to dear Father and Aunty, and the younger
quartette, though Edmund is too dignified now, I presume to be put down with the other
three: He ought to have had a place to himself. Please let him have the knife, & Jessie or
Polly the necklace, whatever you think best. The other two shall have something from
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Egypt. Goodbye, dearest Mother; Thank you for all your love, and wishes, and prayers for
me. This absence binds me still stronger to home and yet I am not in a hurry to return either.
Till Alexandria please for some time now.
Your most loving affectionate son (R. Leslie Morris)

This is Capel’s favourite verse now.
“Be still my Soul, when dearest friends depart,
And all is darkened in this vale of tears;
So shall thou better know his love, his heart,
Who died to soothe thy sorrows and thy fears;
Be still my soul; he surely will repay
From his own fullness, all he takes away.”
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On board the Indus. Nov 25th
At Barcelona we were warned that the Gulf of Lyons would probably be bubbling and boiling
like the witches cauldron in Macbeth, so we determined to go by land, i.e. by diligence to
Perpinan (sic) & thence by train to Nismes (sic), and Marseilles, and we were well rewarded
for it, as we rattled down the passes of the Pyrennees soon after day-break, and France began
to expand before us beneath.
Perpinan is the French frontier town. Its principal productions are soldiers and bad smells,
narrow streets and an almost incomprehensible jargon composed of bad French
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and worse Spanish, which you are as likely to take for either. But after leaving Perpinan the
difference between the two countries, becomes very evident. Method, discipline and
regularity appear once more, & one feels again in Europe. Civility too is recognizable in the
officials, though not always gratis: the difference is, that in Spain, one pays for it, and does
not get it. It was seldom indeed that “gracias” thank you, came to a Spaniard’s lips. If you
wish to see the most romantic country still left us, in spite of the inroads of commonplace
civilization, an Asia in Europe, by all means visit Spain as soon as you can, but if you cannot
do without cleanliness, and other little necessities of life, if you have not two indispensables
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of roughing it, strong health, and a still stronger stomach, let me advise you to stay at home
and read Murray. Nismes is a beautiful city, though we had only time enough to visit its more
ancient portions. The old Roman amphitheatre, is still very perfect. There are still the
divisions that masked off the seats of one Patrician family from another, above these are the
rows appointed for the plebs, while at the top of all are the slaves’ seats. It is built of huge
blocks of stone. Their outline is as sharp there as ever – and the holes for the crowbars, and
knobs left to hitch ropes against, might have been made only a few years ago. The slaves
must unquestionably have had the grandest view of the whole amphitheatre, though they were
further from the spectacle.
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Then there is the Maison Carrè (sic), now used as a Museum for pictures and Roman
pavements; as well as the Tour Magna (sic), and the Baths of Diana, all Roman: and the
French understand how to repair these buildings, without modernizing them, which the
English often fail in doing. The Spaniards would probably have pulled them down, because
they were old, and have tried to build something themselves on these sites. The only thing
that saved the Alhambra etc was that the Spaniards were too lazy to pull them down, and
were satisfied with whitewashing them, and then leaving them to fall to ruin. After Nismes
we went on to Marseilles, which is the French Southampton, though generally speaking
cleaner than ours. It is all modern, except the Chateau d’Ile (sic), built on a rock on the bay.
The bay is very beautiful indeed, and the old fortress, which stands up alone in its midst,
looks so smiling in the sunlight, that it is difficult to believe it could tell so many tales of
cruelty and despotism.
And sunlight here is very different to English imitation. Here we have the real article, and at
this moment it is pouring in at the cabin windows, in such a rich full stream that it is quite
wrong to be sitting down below; and on deck we see a perfectly cloudless, perfectly blue sky
above us, though that almost pales before the deeper tints of the Mediterranean
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beneath. It is so difficult for us to imagine the cold weather you are having in England. This
vessel is a most magnificent one. It has one unbroken deck, of 300 feet, for us to pace up &
down on, and that is a great advantage, and only to be appreciated when really at sea. It is a
screw steamer, and therefore shakes more, and makes it difficult to write at all legibly. There
is all the difference in travelling abroad and at home, that it is very difficult to arrange
beforehand as to days of starting and means of conveyance. Often until reaching a place, we
cannot tell what line of travel we are to take next, for in Spain especially they also do not care
to advertise steam boats, diligences etc in any place but where they actually start from.
Spaniards seldom travel, and when they do, they start utterly careless as to how or when they
reach their journey’s end. Whether they wait a day or a week on the road, it is the same to
them. They live for today, and suppose they will see there way somehow through tomorrow’s
difficulties. We now find that we should be bound in Malta for a fortnight if we stayed there,
so a few hours on shore must be enough and then on to Alexandria, by this same vessel. We
have a young married couple on board, of course, who with Papa and Mamma are going up
the Nile. I hope to finish this letter, if possible on shore with some notes on Malta, & then to
post it there, as it will
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save a mail. Our course has been down the straits of Bonefacio, and West coast of Sicily.
Tonight (Tuesday) we hope to reach Malta. The third party in our cabin only lays {lies} down
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on a sofa at night, and has not washed himself since he came on board, three days ago. Please
always direct now, via Marseilles as it is the shortest route. I am now writing at anchor in
harbour at Malta, but find we shall only have an hour or two to devote tomorrow to the shore,
so I must wind up tonight this letter, which I fear is rather a slow one, and leave any notice of
our visit tomorrow till my next. We have some idea of crossing the desert from Jaffa [error
for Cairo?] to Jerusalem, after our visit to Thebes, but it is really very uncertain at present.
After all this travelling, I shall be able to pick out a delightful wedding trip with the future
Mrs M whoever that fortunate lady may be.
You must all bear in mind, please, that these letters are circular budgets, and that
therefore they must serve as answers to your several letters to me, and that they demand
periodical answers in return; the more especially as on an average we only get letters every
three weeks or month, and the budget is as looked for beforehand, as it is appreciated when it
is actually in our hands. Above are the French sailors singing solos, and chorus alternately, as
they wind in the ropes by which we are moored.
Good night to all dear English friends; it is high time I
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climbed up into my berth for the night. Buenos noches.

Alexandria. Decr 2d

My Dearest Mother

©

Nothing of interest has occurred in the last few days, worthy of
entrance in my diary pages, for beyond eating and sleeping, talking bad French, and listening
to as bad English, and pitching about in the Mediterranean all the time, I have nothing to
relate, and this letter is a sort of postscript to my last intimating my safe arrival in Egypt. Mr
Calquhoun, has just left for Cairo, and at present it is uncertain how we manage for the next
three months; we may possibly join four Americans; i.e. an old and a young married couple,
and with another gentleman make a party of 7 in a large boat: or we may, if the Americans
are too much inclined to scamper on, and say they have done Egypt, desert them and make up
our party at Cairo, under Mr C’s superintending eye. Two English steamers from
Southampton and Marseilles, are due during this week, and among their company we may
find ours. Our money is running away fast, as Spain was expensive, and our passage money
here from Marseilles was £42, i.e. gone in a week. So possibly we shall vegetate for a month
on the bank of the river, & save our purse, and live on what we can shoot or fish for. Here we
are really in the East, and all the little every day bits of life
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possibly remind us of Bible illustrations. There are the women grinding corn between two
stones for instance, the waterskins carried by the men, children with long reed pipes playing
in the bazaars, and we are more and more realizing the force of the illustration of the trees
planted by the water-courses, and the shadow of a great rock in a weary land.
No word could express the appearance of the ground, here and in Spain, too, like
weary (sic). The people have all caught the same listless look too. But as we go on, many
more than these thoughts must spring up and then be impressed still more forcibly. The next
book that is recalled to us, is the Arabian Nights. Some of you will know the books. Here are
the same camels, packed with chopped straw for the houses; & the same women, with their
eyes only peeping out of their wrappers {hair veils} (that stand out so life like there). But
after all Alexandria, is like Gibraltar & Marseilles also, packed with people of all nations. We
see “Farmacia” PHARMAKEION [= Greek Capitals] and “Cod Liver Oil” in the same shop
window. Turks, Greeks French, Armenians, Italians, English, jostle each other all down the
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narrow pavements, and a young crocodile skin is nailed up over a French trinket shop. So that
we shall not consider ourselves fairly in Egypt till we are in Cairo; and if in [the] diary I
repeat any bits of the above ideas, it will only be because
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the same things are more forcibly thrust upon me there. After Cairo, Post Office disappears,
and you must not therefore be anxious if letters are less frequent. Postage from here to
England overland Route is about 11 days at the outside, but after Cairo, letters may take any
time. But I thought you would like to hear from this place, as we have had some rough
weather lately. We were only in Malta for 3 hours at Valetta; Beyond the Church of the
Knights of St John, and the armoury, there is little beyond the climate and the oranges to
notice. A sea voyage seems to be a capital time for lovemaking to judge by the matches in
progress this last week. The Protestant Church in Alexandria is closed, because the
Clergyman is off to England! All your little bits of home news, have a great interest out here
– but I do not remember any that wanted an answer, especially as time slips away so between
the two posts, and many will have lost their interest to you. We are again in the land of flies
and mosquitoes. The beds are all fitted with gauze curtains to keep them out at night. I
daresay (sic) you will have seen Mr Hart, before this letter arrives and he can tell you any
thing I have omitted. We have missed our letters, which is a great trouble, but either Cairo or
Alexandria will do for direction. Both will reach us in time. We get more and more unEnglish every day. Now we
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have a cup of coffee in the morning, and at 12 a tâble d’hote (sic) breakfast, beginning with
omelettes, and often some 10 meat and pastry dishes, winding up with pomegranates &
bananas, with a little cup of chocolate. At 6½ is another table d’hote very like the breakfast,
but called dinner. We meet amiable people, and surly people, people with heads, tongues &
manners, and people without much of either. Clean people, dirty people, bearded people,
shaven people, men who feed in smoking caps, and women who pick their teeth. And as we
meet specimens of each class, belonging to all nations we are {ought to be} getting wondrous
wise {about men and manners} no doubt. (A Mediterranean full of love to you all. We have
just had a warm bath reserving Turkish ones for Cairo.
Your most affectionate. Loving Son. Leslie
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Cairo. December 3rd
Malta is the first place to be touched on in this letter; we landed at Valetta, for a few hours
only, and could only do the lions (sic) and get a general idea of the city. It is a great pleasure
to find no passport or luggage inspection necessary, but the exorbitant boatmen make up for
all. English money is the current coin of Malta, from a sovereign to a farthing, but the people
are a most extraordinary jumble of nations.
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One hears Maltese, Arabic, {German}, Italian, French and English, as soon as one lands, to
say nothing of all the bad attempts at the latter. The palace contains the armoury of the
Knights, a few good pictures, and some curious tapestries. In the armoury, is a very curious
field piece, made of copper, bound round with ropes, and cased in leather. The next object the
visitor is taken to, is the Church of St John; the floor is inlaid with the arms of all the Grand
Masters, in various coloured marbles. The tombs of some of the above are in the crypt. The
English fortifications, and the view from them, is well worth seeing. We had some very
pleasant companions in the Steamer, but I suppose it was like most sea voyages. Few English
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were on board, but many of the foreigners talked English, and most understood it. It was late
on Saturday night, before we reached Alexandria and as the entrance to the harbour is
difficult, we did not go in till daybreak. There is nothing striking in the approach to
Alexandria, as the land lies very low, and Pompey’s Pillar, and Cleopatra’s needle (i.e. the
standing one, for that belonging to the English is covered with the sand, and must be scraped
to be seen at all) are the only objects in sight. On landing, after paying boatmen and porters
much more than they are entitled to, and then
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belabouring them when they are not satisfied, one is surrounded by donkey boys, who each
with an animal, well named the cab of Egypt, almost bear you by force onto one donkey or
another. (Alexandria is another mixture of nations, and in the same chemists’ window we
read “PHARMAKEION” [= Greek Capitals] and “Dr De Jongh’s Cod Liver Oil”). But it is
too near the sea to be thoroughly Oriental as Cairo is, and as everything characteristic and
national is infinitely better here, I shall pass them over now. Where Cleopatra’s needles are,
was a temple of Caesar, and down below the transparent water of the harbour, we could see
the foundations, gateway etc of the temple. Here are several other obelisks, old reservoirs,
catacombs etc which we visited, but except Pompey’s pillar (sic), there is little of old
Alexandria left. Pompey’s Pillar is in great danger of toppling down from its pedestal which
is made of small blocks of stone, once belonging to older monuments, but the children, who
mob visitors and shout for bucksheesh, break off little bits to sell to strangers. The ground has
fallen too from each side of the pedestal. It has no right to be called Pompey’s – Pompeius is
not among the words of the inscription. It was erected in honour of {by} one Publius, the
prefect of Egypt, and is about 100 feet high, or as some interpret it, erected by him in honour
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of Diocletian, and that seems more probable (But as far as Pompey is concerned, it might as
well be called Queen Ann’s little Tinjic?.) Ancient Alexandria, was in magnificence inferior
only to Rome, but it is now a badly built city, inhabited by Turks, Albanians, Syrians, Greeks,
Jews, Copts, and Armenians, to say nothing of Frank settlers, whether English, French or
German. One of the Convents futend? to have the body of St Mark, and {the monks] call
themselves after him, but it {the body} has been stolen away by the Venetians. The Monks
are interesting but nothing like those of Cairo. There is a railroad joining the two cities. It is a
journey of 180 miles in 8 hours, remarkable for the peculiarity, rather than beauty of its
scenery, and for the high charges at the Refreshment rooms.
The country washed by the Nile, is a very dark, sombre, green colour, handsome, if
one may use the word, but forbidding so different to English green {of ??? back?}. But now
you will want to know something of Cairo, and first let me give you an indoor scene. Our
hotel is crowded with English, many of them ladies, and almost all bound for India. We sit
down 170 to dinner in an immense Salon, and indeed three times a day, for breakfast at 9 at
tiffin at 1 are both conducted in the monster tâble d’hôte (sic) system. The waiters are Turks,
English, Italian and French; we have our own
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Dragoman to wait on us, with whom in a few days we hope to start up the Nile. The sight of
one English face has been a treat – but now when we meet so many people and contrast them
of our own ideas and habits, and contrast them with the promiscuous waiters, it seems like a
dream. It is always very difficult to believe in one’s own identity, that it is Cairo, one is living
and moving in, and we shall never realize it till we are back in England. Now for out of doors
at Cairo. The first thing is to hire a donkey; mine that I have had for the last three days, has
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only one ear and a half, having been run over in his youth, but he used to be 2 feet 3 inches
across from tip to tip. His name is Captn Snooks, and he belongs to a lively intelligent boy
who can speak English {very} tolerably. Another favourite name is Yankee Doodle, by way
of ingratiating the Americans, who generally flock here. Well once astride of your donkey, he
starts at a gallop down the street, with a boy behind shouting ooaah? (out of the way) or
shemaalah (keep to the left). The first place we visited was the Bazaars belonging to different
nations; i.e. Turkish Bazaar etc and very nervous work it was. You must imagine very narrow
streets almost meeting at the top of the houses, with every possible variety of lattice
windows, and particoloured balcony. The
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roofs at one side and the other, are joined by a sort of rough boarding {with matting stretched
upon it} to keep the sun out, while below the walls are painted in most gaudy colours, with
devices of a lion and tiger fighting under a yellow palm tree for instance. The two combatants
are red and blue, picked out with green. A row of soldiers, a ship or a railway train, are also
very common. Then below come the shops, just the square little places one associates with
China (men?). The Chinese exhibition at Hyde Park corner in former days). Behind and at the
sides, are piled the various wares while on a raised dais at the back, sit the owner of the shop
and his customers, who, crosslegged, and turbaned, gravely pass round from five to six feet
of the pipe of peace, and sip their coffee, and discuss their business. But the nervous part is to
steer your donkey safely up and down the narrow streets by hitting him on one side of the
head or the other, for they only stop if they feel the reins, pass strings of camels, laden with
timber, stones, or chopped straw (for fodder) teams of loose donkeys, with a donkey fiend
{boy} yelling behind, now and then a carriage for which every one must beat a retreat, while
its appearance is heralded by an out-runner if I may coin the word, who hits every native in
his path, that his stick can reach
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hands of women, muffled up carefully returning from market, carrying bread, bananas,
pomegranates, dates, etc etc in trays on their heads, as their little children astride of one
shoulder; crowds of men, several carrying travelling shops on their backs, and offering for
sale drawn swords, silks, fly flaps, chain armour, amber mouth pieces, guns, fez caps,
Turkish slippers, and many more who do nothing but smoke, or eat opium & hasheesh. The
latter taken in large quantities, brings on a sort of delirium, which is supposed to be
inspiration, and others come to them for fortune telling, the healing of diseases, and for direct
messages from heaven.
The wives are treated little better than the donkeys, and used to be beaten for the
amusement of their inferior halves, but they now pay about 500 piastres occasionally to be
exempt; that is a little more than £5 English. Several parts of the town are set apart for their
different trades, and there are whole streets occupied with slipper making {the **** of
bellows} and hardware work {silversmiths etc}.
It is very curious to see the tools and appliances used in the various manufactures, but
I have no room to describe them. At night we have to carry about those long paper lanterns,
and now and then come to a locked
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gate, in passing from the Frank quarter to the Copt Quarter etc.
But I must turn guide again, and leave chit chat about Cairo which is endless, till
some other time. The first mass of buildings is the citadel: there is a very gorgeous modern
mosk (sic) there. The open court with the indispensable fountain in the middle is very fine,
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but for the rest, paint and gilding, must make up for other deficiencies; Joseph’s well made by
Saladin (whose Arabic name was Yoosoph) and not by the patriarch is hewn out of the rock
and a winding staircase, goes all the way to the bottom, outside the water. The palace of the
Pasha in the Citadel (he has many others), is remarkable only for its European furniture
which might have come from Jackson and Grahams. But from the platform outside is a most
magnificent view. The arsenal and the mosk (sic) of Sultan Hassan lies close below, then
come the minarets of Cairo, springing up from its brown narrow streets, which look more like
cracks in a vast mud mountain, than the children of architecture; the flat roofs with their tent
like awnings to keep the sun from beating down through the ventilating holes; in the distance
are the Pyramids in their bed of sandy desert, then the dark green valley of the Nile, and the
luxuriant plains of the land of Goshen, stretching far away into the horizon, while the narrow
strip it owns, seems grudged by the two deserts, that bound it. If you want romance
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to impress the citadel of Cairo on your memories, get up {reads?} the story of the destruction
of the Mamelukes by Mehemet Ali, and the escape of Emin Bey, who leapt with his horse
over the battlements. Now for mosques. There are I believe 400 of them in Cairo, about 15
are well worth seeing {a visit}. The others are poor or in ruins. The oldest mosque has
pointed arches, though horse-shoe shape as well, and was built 400 years before any English
pointed arch. The crusaders probably took the hint back to Europe. On entering we either
have to take our boots off, or wear woollen or straw slippers over them, but the people are
offended if we take our hats off. On a hill, where one of the oldest mosques stands, Abraham
is supposed (by the Mahometans) to have offered the ram, and the ark rested too, very near
the same place. The finest mosque was built by Caliph Hassan; its porch is very high &
beautifully ornamented {with arabesque work} and the minarets, the arch of the large court,
and the cornice outside, are perhaps the best {finest} in Cairo. It was built of blocks of stone,
brought from the pyramids {wh were softer? built ** as ** easier to work stone &? gi**?}
and it is very much the custom here, to build new tombs out of old ones. (Some of the domes
are very handsome, but this will all be guide book if I go on with all the others.) So I go on to
little Cadi’s Court; in a raised gallery at one end of an open square sit the administrators of
justice, who
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will allow you as much of that article as you are willing to pay for. Here all diseased cats, are
brought at night and deserted and they have to be fed and doctored at the public expense. But
the cats here are nothing to the dogs. It is true that they are the recognized scavengers of the
streets, but one third the number would suffice for that duty. They all live in separate
republics of their own, and if a dog dares to stray into a foreign district, he is chased back
again by the whole herd. If he is lucky enough to escape being torn to pieces and to reach his
own boundaries, the pursuers all stop, as they in their turn, dare not face his allies on the
other side.
December 11th
The long rambling letter preceding this postscript, has been written at several times, but I
must now wind up for the present. We start tomorrow on our voyage up the Nile, and when
on board, I shall have plenty of time to write about our boat, our companions, and our stories;
our trip to, ***? and up the large Pyramid, besides visits to Tombs, Pasha’s Palaces,
Heliopolis, Old Cairo etc. We have as yet received no letters since we left Marseilles, though
some may have gone before us to Thebes, but letters reaching Cairo, by 1st of March, and
directed to me at the “British Consulate” these will be safely delivered after our return
voyage. South of these the
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Postal arrangements are very obscure. Camels take all the letters. There is an English Church
here, or rather a room, where the C. M. S. [= Church Missionary Society] used to hold
service. The Chaplain and the Consulate officiated on Sunday last, but a Church will shortly
be built. It may be a long time before you hear again, as we are now bidding adieu to the
habitable world. I have a lot of things to write about, but must put them off till my next letter.
I forgot to tell you that these donkeys here, entirely put our English ones to shame, and the
Arabs have a saying “as wise as an ass”. My donkey gallops half the way out and all the way
home, and is sadly addicted to tobacco. The Boy smokes one cigarette after another, and
blows the smoke into the donkeys (sic) nose. He enjoys it thoroughly, and after a little
breathes it out again. He wears bells, and a gay neck ribbon and saddle.
PS My last was from Alexandria, one before from Malta; I hope you have received them
both.
Our Contract for the bag(g)age (sic) [= barge?]

This hereby covenanted and agreed between Robert Seaman Esquire and party, consisting in
all of four gentlemen, British subjects, on the one part, and Hadge Ali Abu Haloweh, the
Dragoman, an Ottoman subject on the other, as follows
1st. That in consideration of a sum below specified, the aforesaid Hadge Ali shall accompany
Robt Seaman Esq and party in the capacity of Dragoman up the Nile, as far as the 2nd
cataract, and back to Cairo.
2nd. That he engages to provide them with the boat he has exhibited to them, together with all
proper furniture for the same, cooking utensils, Bedding, Food, and all supplies as per
schedule herunto annexed (except wine and beer) of every description, the quantity and
quality of such being subject to their approval. He also to provide a complete canteen.
3rd. That he shall pay all wages and gratuities to Rais (Captain) Crew, Arabs or others, that he
shall pay the pilot and all expenses up and down the cataracts, as also the hire of all Donkeys
they may require to ride. Washing, servants and every other kind of demand, of whatever
nature incident to the voyage, the aforesaid gentlemen being subject to
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no payments of any kind whatsoever.
4th. That the aforesaid Gentlemen are to be allowed 16 days from sunrise to sunset, for sight
seeing, at any place they may wish to visit, the control and arrangements of the boat and crew
being entirely in their own hands.
5th. That the aforesaid Gentlemen all in nowise to be considered responsible for any accident
that may arise during the voyage, to the boat, or the Crew.
6th. That the said Hadge Ali, shall provide a good Cook and domestic servant, and pay for the
same.
7th. That in consideration of the above named services and expenses, the aforesaid Gentlemen
agree to pay to the said Hadge Ali the sum of £250, for the said trip from Cairo, to the second
Cataract and back, which is not to exceed 75 days, from the day of leaving Cairo, but if from
accident, the said term of 75 days be exceeded, the said Hadge Ali is to make no charge
whatever for each excess of time £120 to be paid on signing the contract, £30 at the second
cataract, and the balance of £100 on the return to Cairo, provided that the Contract has been
fulfilled to their satisfaction.
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Returned to Boulae Friday February 21.
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21 73 days out}
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8th. The journey is fixed for Thursday the 12th instant on which day the Boat with everything
on board should be ready to start.
9th. If the aforesaid Gentlemen exceed the 16 days above mentioned, allowed them for sight
seeing, they agree to pay the said Hadge Ali £3 per day for every day in excess of the said 16
days.
10th. should any dispute arise as to the meaning or execution of the Contract, it is agreed by
both parties to refer the matter to the British Consul at Cairo, whose decision shall be final.
Cairo 9th December/ 61
(copy)
Robert Seaman
For attention of the above written signatureOf Robert Seaman EsqreBritish Consulate
Cairo 9th December / 61
Henry H Calvert
V.Consul; acting Consul
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Schedule of Provisions
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Breakfast.
Tea, Coffee, Hot & cold. Milk two dishes of meat, omelettes (sic), eggs, fruits,
preserves, New bread daily, Butter & sandwiches.
LuncheonBread, Butter, Cheese, Biscuits, Cold Meats & pickles, fruit and CoffeeDinnerSoup, (Fish when possible) Entrée of Patties, three dishes of meat/ one in
joint) dish of fowl or game, Tongue or Ham, two dishes of vegetables (one of
potatoes) Two sweets, one being Tart or Pudding, Bread, cheese, Butter &
BiscuitsDessertCoffee, Oranges, Apples, Almonds and Raisins, plain Biscuits, Dates, & Figs
TeaWith any other refreshments that may be required in the evening.
____________
We have also in store all sorts of Groceries & Jams; Sauces and Sardines; Mishmish and
Medicines; an extensive range of the latter from Leaf Liniment to Leeches. Our Cook is a
perfect Sage?, & we have better dinners than we had at many of the best hotels.
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Wine in store and use
On board the “Colleen Bawn”
4 dozen
16 ----1 ----½ ---½ ----

Sherry
Madoc
Port Wine
Champagne
Vermouth (Bitters)
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2 ----1 ----10 ----35 Total

Brandy
English Gin
East India Pale Ale
--------------
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We are also provided with 2 Rifles, one being a Short Enfield with Sword Bayonet to match,
3 double Barrelled Guns, and 3 Pistols, one being a Colt Revolver of 5 Barrells; another
Adam’s Revolver of 6 Barrel(l)s, and the third a double barrelled Breach Loader – powder,
shot and cartridges to match.
Our peace? arrangements, are 6 long Cherry wood pipes à la Egyptienne, and a large
stock of short ones, besides plenty of tobacco (for selves and crew) and also several spare
bowls made of the Nile mud. Also a Library of all the best books on Egypt, including
Wilkinson, Lane, The Crescent and the Cross, Eathen?, Murray, Arabian Nights, [John]
Gadsby, Martineau & Herodotus.
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Crew of the “Colleen Bawn” Dawabeeh.
_____
Hadge Ali Abu Haloweh, Dragoman.
Abdul Rockman, Rais
Hassan – 2nd Rais
Achmet Ali - (boy)
Mustapha Achmet
Achmet Gedani Mohamed el Powil - et Iowell “the long”.
Ali Ibrahim.
Metawah
Ali el Behesi “the Sailorman”.
Ahmed Medi
Omer el Fanti.
Mohamed Ali
Abdul Motazah (cook).
Hassan Abu Said (Cabin Servant).

(The passengers also officiate in the under mentioned capacities
James Frederick Ehni (formerly a Prussian subject and German Protestant Clergyman) now
Surgeon.
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Capel Molyneux (an incipient Baronet, travelling for the benefit of his education) Cellar Man
and Ships Carpenter.
Robert Seaman (of the city of Norwich formerly Brewer and Wine merchant, then private
gentleman, retired upon common sense and independent means) & now almoner?, to the
good ship “Colleen Bawn” of Cairo.
Robert Leslie Morris (formerly, now and ever, yours very truly) and especially now, Chaplain
on board the same boat.
On board the “Colleen Bawn”
December 14th
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We have now been on board two days, though it was only yesterday morning (Friday) that we
really sailed. But before inviting your attention to the enclosed statistics and other matters
connected with our voyage, to be discovered by and bye, I must look back on Cairo once
more, and mention little things like the Pyramids and so on, which I had not seen when last I
wrote, I tried to tell you something of the impression I received of life in Cairo, but it is
meshans little, we were never tired of riding up and down the Bazars watching the merchants
and the trade(r)s. The crowd
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would often be too great to prevent anything like moving on, and we used to try a dose of
English to a neighbouring Arab or a Negro, He would immediately grin from ear to ear,
showing all his beautifully white teeth, and think it the greatest fun possible {to be
addressed}. But to the Great Pyramid of Gezah; we made up a party of 10, with donkey and a
boy a piece, two dragomen, a pack donkey for the lunch and a janissary, who rode on with a
silver stick in his hand, which cleared the road, for the approaching pageant. We crossed the
river in the maädeëh, or ferry, and the swamps of remaining Nile water on Arabs, more or
less clothed, approached the Pyramids, which grew smaller as we did so, and only really
looked their own size when we stood close underneath, settled with the Shekh of the
Pyramids, who furnished us with two Arab-helpers a piece at 2/- from each of us (NB. Two
men had paid £1- a head three days before, but one silver stick did it all) climbed into, up
and down the Pyramids, visited the Sphinx (and eat(sic) our lunch.) (Every item of the above
met with general satisfaction.) These are our special doings at the
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Pyramids, but it is no use my building it again with Cheops now, or digging for mummies
with Belzoni and Wilkinson. For every thing else not in the above, see Murray, or Mangnalls
Questions. The same advice holds good if you wish to get up the subject of Heliopolis, the Ch
of Scripture and the Oxford? of old Egypt. A donkey ride of five miles took us there. Now
there is nothing left but an obelisk 3,700 years old, perfect as when it was built, except where
the wind from the sea has worn one of the sharp edges. A few sandy mounds are all that
remain now to mark the spots where stood an avenue of Sphinxes. The famous temple of the
Sun, The schools of Philosophy where Plato studied, and the sources of the learning
afterwards transferred to old Alexandria. There in the desert round Cairo are the tombs of
Calophates, Mamelouk Kings, Mahomet Ali, and others; each set standing alone in a
wilderness of mounds and broken tombs. Many have a minaret and most of the principal(s) a
carved turban-like dome, but they are fast being pulled down for the sake of their stone. Then
there is Shoobra [Shoubra], or the Pasha’s summer Palace, as a great contrast to the
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last, scented with Oranges and Lemons, and laid out in innumerable promenades, with such a
pavilion in the middle, that once in, it seems like fairyland. The immense marble basins of
fountains in the lake, the boats and divans are all pretty in this land of barren grandeur.
Another day saw us at old Cairo, where is a college of Dervishes. They are half monks, half
freemasons, and their ceremonies are a curious mixture of the two A Band of about 25 of
them stood in a crescent round their shekh (sic), and for more than half an hour, threw
themselves backwards and forwards quicker and quicker, shouting all the time and tossing
their long hair about, till at the last most were delirious, and could not stop, and one man
especially grew furiously mad- He made several indentations on the wall, with his head, as he
ran at it, and was at last secured, and {gained at will to a higher *** of Dervish}.We have
seen the Church (now Coptic) where Joseph and Mary were concealed- in the land of
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Goshen; the place where Moses was found in the bulrushes at the upper side of Khoda Island,
and the two footprints of Mahomet as he
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jumped from Cairo to Mount Sinai, from which he next trod in Jerusalem. Also a sycamore
tree which sheltered Joseph and Mary for 40 days, and the well where waters turned sweet at
their bidding! One day we started for the Petrified Forest, where for miles and miles, the
desert is strewn with pieces of petrified wood- I have some specimens. These are all the
principal “objects of interest to the traveller” in and about Cairo, but there are plenty of
customs that I have said nothing about. By all means get the “Crescent and the Cross” and
read it, every page of it pictures things as they appear every day to us, and the route is almost
the same as ours. Now for the boat- One dragoman was recommended to us by Mrs Luder, the
wife of the missionary, and he is at present perfection. We have the Union Jack flying at the
stern, and the flag of the Thames Yacht Club to which Mr Seaman belongs at the end of the
yard {also Pembroke colours at the masthead}. He is a pleasant, shrewd, gentlemanly and
high principiled (sic) man, who has been travelling a good deal, and knows everybody and
every thing. He is our acting manager- Mr Elini, is quiet and clever, talks English
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wonderfully well, and knows several languages; he has been travelling for many years. We
have Morning and Evening service on board on Sunday, and all fall in together wonderfully.
This letter which has been written at many odd times (to night is Tuesday 17th) I hope to send
by some return passenger boat for postage in Cairo.
{back to Nile account}
Christmas Day 1861
A Chapter of Incongruities
My dearest Mother, Father, Aunty and all ye Brothers and Sisters of mine, a very very happy
Christmas to you, and New Year also, for we shall have floated on into 1862 before this can
reach you. I have been picturing you all today in happy home, and hoping and praying, that
there may be nothing to cloud that happiness, and I thought I could not do better than write to
where my heart has gone before, and tell you how my Christmas day has been passed out
here. Every day is very much the same on board our boat so that you can gain an idea of our
general every day
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life as well. In the first place we are getting very hardy, up at 6 or soon after for a plump (sic)
in a cold bath of Nile water- The water is the softest possible, but a deep mud colour though
without the taste of it. Breakfast at 6 of fish, pigeons, English jams &c, and afterwards a stroll
on deck, to enjoy the delightful balmy yet bracing air, and to examine our position. For to day
on the Eastern side, we have the range of Arabian hills, now close to the river, and frowning
perpendicularly down upon us, with their rugged Limestone face, peopled with birds of all
sorts and sizes, in numbers numberless and here and there hollowed out into tombs, caves and
hermitages, where lurk naked Arabs, and bandaged mummies. There is a narrow strip of rich
Nile soil, beautifully green near the water’s edge, tenanted by Palm and dôm trees [Dom
Palm Tree] young corn &c. The other bank is nothing but the rich loam deposited by the
river, about 6 feet above the stream. On the top are our crew, harnessed to the tow-rope, and
chanting one of their monotonous songs, as they pull, for the wind is southerly, and we can
only travel at the rate of the Nile, which occupies the whole width of the land of Egypt, one
green carpet with mud villages,
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like dirty footmarks in the carpet here and there, and beyond again is the African desert, plain
and mountain. As for the river itself, it flows “sedately calm, majestically slow” and “viridem
Aegyptum nigra fecundat arenâ” [Virgil].
Well at 11 oclock we have our own English service in full, and for the time cheat
ourselves into the belief, that we are home again. For we are in our large Cabin, furnished
with English Chintzes, tables and chairs: English guns hang all around, except where our
bookstands with a library of English books, claim their own hanging room: there is an
Umbrella stand, in one corner, (which I) manufactured out of my rug-straps; and chess
boards, dominoes, backgammon and ink bottles are no more Egyptian then the telescope (as
the brandy flask or powder flasks). These are sufficient to carry us part of the way home, but
when we are all four assembled, and we begin the Morning Prayers {of our beautiful liturgy}
at the same time you are all worshipping God in his temple at home, when we think of our
happy English Christmasses, and realize more than ever what a real bond of Christian union
this season is to us all, we think no more of distance or of thermometers at 102, but believe
ourselves at home, {& funny we could enjoy as well as and of you sitting down round} the
Christmas Log. But after service it is different,
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we find our Dragoman on shore, after 25 minutes, bargaining with a native prepared to kill a
calf. They cut the head right off, and soon after, it is dextrously skinned and dissected. The
skin is given to our Reis, who, as pleased as possible, is drying it already in the little boat,
that follows at our stern, part is given to our crew for Christmas dinner, our portion hangs in
our meat safe, i e in linen bags hung above the deck, and, as we move off, the vultures are
already hovering over all we have left to their shares. We are now going to sit down to our
Christmas dinner, fattened turkey, plum pudding and a bottle of Champagne for “a merry
Christmas to friends at home”. We are moored against a sand bank in the river {for the wind
blews (sic) down stream too…} where often appear basking crocodiles; our Dragoman
provides a “feast of lanterns” this evening, and after chatting and strolling, Evening prayers,
and some quiet reading, we go to bed.
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On entering the tropics

January 11th
{received 26th February}
We have had the most delightful voyage possible as yet and nevertheless I have very
little to tell you about it; chiefly because its great charm has been that perfect leisure, (not
idleness) and that absence of incident, which contributes so much to happiness, and so little
to letter writing. Some travellers looking on their boat with European eyes as a mere vehicle
of getting from one place to another, or for towing a dead crocodile down stream, instead of
accepting it as their home for two or three months, which is happily fitted with locomotive
appliances, complain of the time being tedious, and that too much leisure makes them
fidgetty (sic). We have not had half an hour of weariness, and only regret that we shall soon
have to turn on our homeward course, for Cairo is our home at present. The days are bright,
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with a golden sunshine, which makes a palace of every mud hut we pass, and brings a happy
smile or rather a broad grin on every black face we see. For no people can be more ground
down by oppression and poverty than the mixed race under the Viceroy Said Pasha, and none
more contented They have no ambition beyond the being allowed to exist, and with food
enough for that, ask for nothing more; and if existence is a great blessing any where, it is
doubly so in this lovely climate. Then the nights, with almost all the clearness of day, without
the glare, and even grander in the solemn calmness; the moon a sheet of silver with her dark
outline also clearly marked {out again in the deep blue sky}and every planet
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a moon, all reflected again in the ripple of the Nile, & relieved by the sharp outline of the
hills- We have “done” very little in the way of temples and tombs yet, except the former at
‘Edfoo, and the latter at Beni Hassan; because against stream, we must always go on when
the wind will allow, and we take out our 16 days for stoppage on our way down- So these two
above mentioned, both very grand, must wait and take their turn with the others by and byeYesterday the Colleen Bawn, passed through a series of most exciting and rather dangerous
achievements; we ascended the first Cataracts, and as it is one of the most curious sights one
can ever see, it is worth a note or two- After all the placid scenery of the lower Nile, we
suddenly lose sight of green banks and sandstone ridges, and find ourselves among granite
cliffs, rushing currents, and frowning boulders, scattered promiscuously about the stream.
Early in the morning a motley crew of savages took possession of the boat, and our own
crew, for the time as superfluous as ourselves, sat on the lower deck gloriously idle, smoking
in happy unconcern. Round two or three corners, passed two or three islands, and we were in
the first rapid. Here a passenger boat in front of us grounded on a sandbank, threw us out of
our course, and we drove furiously on before the high north wind on to a bed of rocks in the
middle of the river..Then came a scene- Above the banging of a liberated sail, the
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the foaming and gurgling of the rapid, rose the shouting of these frantic, yelling, blacks, who,
stirred up by the hippopotamus skin whip of their leader, plunged into the water, for they are
nearly amphibious, tied ropes to the shore, and then, with a large number trying to lift the
boat bodily off, the rest, crew and ourselves included, pulled at the ropes. A little sensible
quiet, would have been such a relief then! It was Pandemonium itself- confusion confounded,
in a scene of desolation desolated. Here, she is off - when snap went the rope, and we are
borne helplessly down the rapid: half a minute and we should have been stoved in on the
rocks. But the sail is shook out again, just in time, and the wind just holds us against, and
finally conquers the stream. Then half an hour of winding round corners and boulders, till we
reach the second rapid. Here a hundred extra hands are ready to receive us, and harnessing
themselves to the rope, they tow us up the hill of water, urged on by a body of taskmasters,
and shouting indescribably all the time. But the third rapid was the grand struggle of all. Here
the Reis of all the Reises {Cateracts (sic)} superintended, standing in his streaming beard &
robes on a high rock with his staff, consisting of his sword bearer, and pipe ditto, with a gun
in the foreground. Fifty more blacks, popped up from behind as many rocks, joined the troop
and the chant, and swam, dived, pulled
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lifted and pushed like the others. Here every inch of the way had to be fought for, and on the
brow of the fall we quivered in both senses of suspense. The rope or rather thick cable was
like an iron bar so great was the tension. But at last we conquered and the rope did not break.
The water was again as placid as ever, and the beautiful island of Philae unfolded itself from
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between the cliffs. The Upper Nile is incomparably more beautiful than the Lower, and the
Nubians are a much higher race in every way than the Arab Egyptian- Abyssinians whom we
meet occasionally are quite fair again, being a mountain race. We shall soon be up at Wady
Halfeh the 2nd cataract and the end of our journey. From Cairo we propose making a three
weeks trip through the peninsular (sic) of Mt Sinai, after which we sail from Alexandria to
Jaffa (Joppa) travel northwards through Palestine, spending Easter week in Jerusalem,
embark again at Beyrout, and coast up to Constantinople, past old Troy, next possibly visit
Sebastopol, after which a month or two in Greece, and home by the Tyrol./ We hope to reach
England by September 1st- To do justice to this lovely climate by letter is impossible: every
breath we draw, is so health inspiriting; every sunset ought to be immortalized, every moon
beam is worth sitting up a night for- But you must be here to drink all this in; I can say
nothing to make you realize it. Vide the poets Warburton & Martineau. On the
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20th we reached Wady Halfeh, 1000 miles south of Alexandria. Beyond this the Nile is not
navigable for 14 days journey, when it again expands into the same wonderful stream as
below. We visited the southernmost bourne of travellers, the rock of Abouseer [=Abusir].
This is the only place where we inscribed our names. They will never be found in any temple
or tomb. Oh that those insignificant scribblers whose right to privacy has been forfeited by
their wanton sacrilege could have their names handed down publicly for universal
abhorrence. But at Abouseer it is a different thing. There are the names of Belzoni, Dr
Stanley, Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Warburton, Lord and Lady Dufferin, Mr Graham (the
traveller) Mr Thorold, Carus Wilson and thousands of others. Now for the view from the top
(on which we discussed chickens, bottled ale, Medoc &c). There is a sheer precipice of 200
feet down to the Nile, which rushes down through 1500 islands, and then gathers all its
currents into one. All round for miles and miles, is every possible combination of sandy
desert, blackish rocks, yellowish rocks, blue river, solitary green patches, and all without one
sign of life, except perhaps a hawk or two. The Arabian hills are the back ground with their
soft rosy tints, and broken shadows. It is all African, all majestic, all silent and desolate.
When we got back to our boat, we found it all dismantled. The long yard of our latteen (sic)
sail, slung along the boat overhead, the planks of the deck tied up into seats for the rowers,
and the boats (sic)
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head turned to Cairo. We float and row, row and float by day and night. The first place we
stopped at was Aboo Simbil, Ipsambul, as it is called in England; second only to Thebes in
interest. Here are two temples, hollowed out of the mountains, one a chapel of ease (sic) to
the other: one extends about 90 feet into the rock is divided into chambers, corridors &c, is
covered with hieroglyphics, many retaining the paint of BC 1400. Outside are 6 immense
figures leaning back against the sloping face of the rock. But the great temple is very grand.
Partially buried in the sloping sand (bright as gold and fine as dust) sit those colossal statues,
so placid and tranquil, so enormous and motionless. They are 70 feet high, 24 feet across the
chest and shoulders, calf of leg 18 feet, width of mouth 3 feet 6,- length of nose 3 feet 4length of ear 3 feet 6- eye 3 feet- width of nose 2 feet 6- nostril 8 inches- width of ear 1 foot
6- back of hand 6 feet- Thumb 1 foot across- length of middle finger 4 feet- little finger 3
feet. Can you put all this together, seat each on a throne with their hands on their knees, and
fit on Egyptian crowns and beards and then believe they have been there about 3,500 years.
Inside are eight more Colossi, one on each pillar of the first grand hall, then comes another
hall, and further on the shrine. Soon after sunrise I was up, and strolling like a pigmy (sic)
over the toes of these death-alive looking Brobdignagians & without lighting
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my candle, pushed on into the dim twilight of the temple- It was most solemn to see three
shadowy images inside, towering up to the roof, which was lost in the darkness, and then to
stumble on and on, over sand and fallen figures, through passages teeming with half
discerned hieroglyphics, to the shrine itself, where the old altar still remains, and behind it
still sit the four great gods of the Egyptian mythology- The temple looks east; and right into
the depth of the rock came the morning light, reflected from the sand outside, and shone on
those four solemn figures. There was no ray of light; the light was as much shadow as the
darkness; I shall never forget that morning. But I can only give you a general impression here
and there. Guide books innumerable (by the bye Murray is the most uninteresting book ever
written on Egypt) can detail all the chambers and colourings, battle scenes, chariot races,
captives offering of cakes, vases &c kings & queens, gods & goddes(s)es, which gave us 7
hours hard work to explore- There is another spot at Aboo Simbel perhaps as solemn and
interesting as any ancient Pagan remains. Between the great Temple Rock, and the next
strong buttress of the Cliff to the South, “there in his narrow cell for ever laid” lies a
Christian Englishman, Revd Charles Payne of Badwell Ash Suffolk. He died here last year,
and was buried by torch light by his friends, for fear the Arabs should discover, and dig up
the body. It is a nameless grave on the sandy shore, a rude cross
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of stones above marks the spot; we cleaned it of what sand had collected round it and
repaired the scattered cross and I wish all other travellers knew the circumstances, and would
do the same. On again, accompanied by the monotonous chant of the sailors and the dismal
creaking of the water wheels (for the proprietors keep all the oil they can procure for their
hair and limbs) down to Ibreem, at one time a Roman fortress, now a mass of ruins, Egyptian,
Saracenic, Roman and Greek on the top of a noble cliff. From the summit is a view worth
visiting Egypt for, if for nothing else. On the Arabian side is utter dreariness, nothing but
black craggy rocks piled roughly together: where a little stretch of sand can get in is perhaps
dôm palm or a sheikh’s tomb. Fringing the river on the Libyan side is a strip of Egypts (sic)
own green. Beyond is desert, and only desert beyond that. It is a bright yellow sheet of sand.
Next to being on the broad ocean, nothing can give such an idea of boundless space. Here and
there is a little yellow coarse grass, or a grey shade in the sand, where the Nile alluvial peeps
up. Dotted over this sea of sand, are black or blue black hills (and in the horizon almost
violet) of all possible shapes, like imbankments (sic), rounded mounds, or tents &c- Tents
perhaps are the most frequent. All this in perfect silence. This is the Desert. My bedroom is a
little menagerie and museum combined, Chameleons are perhaps the most interesting: I have
had them for a week, and can not discover that they eat any thing, but they are rather fatter
now
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than before their captivity. They can hardly live as far as Cairo for the weather will be getting
too cold. (Until we get there it is hardly safe to try and start letters to England, but you will
have time to send me a line to Beirout care of Henry Heald Esqre Banker by the end of April
or first week in May.) We have fired at several and Mr Seaman hit one crocodile at 700 yards
with a rifle bullet. It sounded with a hollow thud on his hide, he {started in rather unseemly
hurry} scuttled off double quick into the water.
January 29th- Since my last notes on Ibreem, we have had temples before breakfast, and
temples after breakfast, with tombs, quarries, grottoes &c to occupy our spare half hours. Our
principal stoppages have been at Dir Kornko Inbooa, Dahkeli, Gaif Hosseiyn Kalabsheh
[Wadi es-Sebua, Dakkeh, Gerf Hussein, Kalabsha; pers comm Michael Birrell] & Philae. But
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the two last are the best. The others are spots marked by ruins, comparatively uninteresting,
except to deeply read antiquarians: they are small and much broken, temples with
hieroglyphics often broken or indistinct. But at Kalabsheh, are two very fine temples, one the
largest in Nubia, the other small but very perfect, hollowed out of the rock. Next comes
Philae, to prepare one for what is to come the last five miles down the stream, is the most
wild and picturesque bit of all the Nubian Nil.- We took the little boat attached to the
Dahabiah (as we often do now that it is down stream work) and leaving them to float after us,
pulled away for Philae, which at last began to peep out from between the
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mountains. The stream gets locked in till it seems a perfectly calm lake, quite ignoring the
cataract it has to plunge down so soon and lingering round Philae, and its other rocky islandsPhilae is a beautifully wild spot, the site of the first legend of all the Egyptian Mythology.
Read the history of Osiris, of “him who sleeps in Philae” and remember that it was conceived
6000 years ago. The island is a mass of temples, every wall of which deserves a day’s study;
all the spare ground is occupied by broken sculpture, piled on each other as they fell, big
ruined mud huts (the island is uninhabited now) and patches of Egypt’s own wild bushes and
brambles. There are broken down quays and flights of steps, colonnades of pillars, gateways
and corridors, and all carved with such exquisite sharpness, that we wonder what tools they
could have used. Then the climate is so dry that the sandstone blocks (sometimes as large as
20 feet long by 6 feet deep and 8 across) might have been cut yesterday and put there.
Modern carving too has not been idle, and some sacrilegious blockhead has notified that he
“a native of Limerick” has honoured Philae with a visit. New York too has subscribed its
quota, and some English have so far forgotten themselves, as to yield to this scribbling
mania- But we do not deserve all the blame we get; foreigners are infinitely worse than the
English, at least in Egypt and Nubia. Philae by moonlight “among the roofless temples
wandering” must be magnificent but her ladyship will not rise till three, and we had to be off
before
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that. For the next day, yesterday, was to be devoted to descending the Cataract. And, now all
ye travellers who stop at Assouan (I ignore those who merely come to Thebes) learn that in
your hurry to return to civilization, you lose pleasures which cannot be imagined, except
when realized- You do not ascend the Cataracts, you do not descend the Cataracts, you do not
see Wady Halfeh, Aboo Simbil, or the Nubian Nile, and each one of these is worth coming all
the way to see, beside all this you do not get ostrich omelettes and they are incomparableNow then we have slipped down from Philae, and have taken on board again, the same crowd
of blacks with all their noise, who kindly afforded us their assistance before, and are moving
off again with the current. But our course is different; we are to dash down along a foaming
torrent, much greater than those we came up, for it is freer of rocks and angles. Away we pull
down the swift but as yet silent stream, ten oars and two men to each, our own crew again
deposed hanging on to ropes masts &c. and every available bit of room on the upper deck,
beyond the reserved seats for the pale faced strangers, occupied by shouting superintendants,
with their shaggy beards, and long sinewy bodies. In giving their orders they chatter and
gesticulate, till every possible limb, seems to have passed into every impossible position, and
to have got safe back again. Four men are at our helm, for on that the lives of all on board
will depend. After winding about
Pdf 109
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in the rapid quiet stream, we keep drawing on to that roar which we heard 7 miles off at
Philae, and now nothing can stop us, we must go down there now, and on a sudden all the
noise on board is hushed. The rowers stand up and for half a minute or more all breath a
prayer to Allah for his protecting guidance. Might not we Christians, learn many a lesson
from the Moslem? It was a solemn moment, very. But “Yallah” pull, is shouted again and
away we go. Beyond that ridge of black stillness in front is a boiling rush of water for about
120 yards, the channel is perhaps 20 yards across. Down the middle two streams meet, and
hence a high ridge of water the whole length of the rapid, perhaps 2 feet higher than the rest
of the torrent on each side. On we go, pulling desperately, to give the rudder more play, on
straight into this ridge, as if we were riding on the backbone of some enormous sea monster
down headlong; where? It was fearful to see the bow of the boat dip over the first ridge into
the surge below. The crew clung like monkeys in the rigging, making room for the bowpilots just in time, and our cook perched himself on the top of his kitchen and repeated every
order with double emphasis. But the boat never shuddered (like another that quivered in
indecision and turned round finally, happily after the great danger was past) but answered her
helm at once beautifully. We were safe in the cabin at the bottom, and after a few
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smaller rapids, reached Assouan (Syene) safely. Directly the great rapid was past, the various
Cataract Captains on board fought for our Reis’ turban, the customary backsheesh after a safe
convoy. They literally unrolled it by turning him round, and squabbled so that we had to
interfere, giving it to the quietest of the group and kicking {punishing} the rest. Summary
justice is the only kind these people understand. It is little of any kind that they get, poor
fellows. Now we are in Egypt again; with its veiled women, and half clad children- I mention
the latter distinction, because the Nubian children are seldom clad at all. Today we have been
stopping at Silsilis, the quarries of the Pharaohs. They did not blast their rock, but cut the
blocks square from the mountain at once so that we passed through streets and lanes and
squares of a rock city, without doors, windows, or inhabitants, except with pigeons, of which
we shot a pie or two. The corners are so sharp, the marks of the chisel so fresh, that you can
almost imagine that the workmen are only away for their dinner hour, and yet perhaps they
were mummies when our ancient Britons dressed in blue paint, and a spear. (Enclosed are a
few pictorial pen and inky sort of sketches, illustrations of Ancient & Modern Egypt. They all
speak for themselves.) It is very striking to find the same habits among the people now, that
are handed down to us
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on tombs of 6000 years ago. As Herodotus says, the Ancient Egyptians were the most
religious people on the face of the earth, and were always looking forwards to another world.
Every king began his reign by preparing his tomb, and according to the length of the reign, so
the finish of the sepulchre. And on their tomb walls are recorded all the customs and every
day habits of the nation, so that it is better than any tradition, or even written histories of the
people. I have no doubt on getting back to Cairo, I shall find a budget [= sheaf] of letters
waiting for me, and it is doubtful at present whether I have much time for writing, before we
start for Sinai. Certainly on camel back in Syria, and occasionally horseback, I can never
write, so that this long rigmarole, must suffice you all for a time. We are in the best possible
health, & here in possession of every luxury, but desert travelling will be very hard work. On
landing at the villages for a temple, or to replenish our larder, we are immediately surrounded
by a group of children of every shade of colour, and in every stage of dress and undress. They
are the most cheerful, picturesque little people imaginable, and some are wonderfully
intelligent. On turning into a native school, to hear the recitation of the Koran, and to inspect
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the state & whipping of the boys by bastinado on their feet; out rush en masse {in a body}
teachers and scholars to walk with the Howadge (travellers) and school is broken up for the
day. We get on wonderfully
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well with Arabic in this way; “Backsheesh, ya Howagee” literally “Alms O Shopkeeper
(sic)”. Give a poor creetur (sic) a copper your honour is the first cry, a mother teaches her
child here; we often hear it {from children} perched like birds on the temples high above the
mud village below, or from the other side of the river. We are getting laden with European
news; we have heard of and lamented poor Prince Albert’s death, and the American insolence
question engrosses our attention, we have not yet heard of the ultimatum, but only hope no
more false compromising will be allowed to go on. Yesterday Jany 30th- we boarded a boat
going up the Nile, and they kindly handed us over the Times of Decr 19th- a great boon. The
9th and 10th too we got from another gentleman, but it was from a Smyrna paper, that we
heard of Prince Albert’s death. Since we have turned down stream the northwind (sic) has
been perversely strong, and today, no rowing or 4 mile stream can hold against it. We are
anchored, and clouds of sand, like vast fogs, are sweeping over the river. Postscript and final
communicationWe have reached Thebes safely, where we stay a week, we have heard the American
ultimatum is satisfactory. A post leaves for the Alexandria mails to night. We have just had a
nice service at the Consul’s small congregation, of 21 English and we all sang the Eo9?
hymn. {sung by Revd W. Bunyon, of Hull?}
Feby 2nd -1862 – Sunday.
Received 8th March

Saturday Feb 22nd
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My Dearest Mother
Yesterday we reached our old moorings in Boulac again, after 70 days voyage,
and it will answer some of your queries, when I say that we were all thoroughly sorry to leave
the boat. It had been our home for so long, we had all enjoyed the trip so heartily, that far
from being weary of the monotony, we were ready to take the voyage again. In fact we have
been spoilt, for instead of roughing it, the whole journey has been the most luxurious
possible. By some mistake, my letters were not brought down to the boat yesterday, and it
was hope terribly deferred, to have to wait till the morning. But happily every thing seems to
have arrived, and it was an hour or two, and a heart full or two before I had finished reading
them. There were the newspapers and letters from dear Father & Edmund of the 26th of
December, from you on Jany 10th, Henry Jan’ 25th-, Jessie Christiana & you Feb’3rd- Father
Edmund and you Feb’ 10th. Oh it was such a welcome budget, for since we left Marseilles in
November, I had not heard a syllable- my fault you will say for going so far off- also a letter
from Robinson. On the 26th - the posts go out and arrive, so a chance letter may drop in then.
Does not the Postal Directory give both arrivals and departures of the mails? Well how am I
to answer these letters? It seems absurd sitting down to write, and that I might as well give in,
but that is what I feel often with regard to the notes on
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Egypt I have sent you. It is most discouraging to come home with one’s mind, thronged with
thoughts, or rather crude ideas, about some temple or view, which I could not have imagined
before I saw it, and then sit down and read over, the scanty notes I have put on paper about it.
It looks either all dry statistics, which can be interesting to none who have (sic) not seen the
places, or impressions are very milk and watery. Now to proceed to business. My impressions
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on reading the letters, were chiefly intense joy, and interest in all you were doing, and deep
thankfulness that you were all well again. The statistics shall be answers to queries: About
Sunday Books, I have with me that nice little book, “Help Heavenwards” “The Christian
Life” and “ the Exposition of the 1st Psalm” that dear Father gave me, “Fervent Prayers” dear
Christiana’s present “Scenes of Life” besides my Bible and Prayer Book, and a few little
books. Thank you very much for the little letter slips; I enjoy them and so does Capel, and for
your notes of his Cousin’s speech. Do you know his history and his two careers at
Cambridge? It is too long to write now. I was very sorry that dear Father & Edmund & Jessie
had been laid up, but that must not be allowed any more. Dear old Hal! when I saw his letter I
tore it open, seized the Cambridge list, and on seeing his place threw up my hat in the
Usbekeeyah [Azbakeya] (the large square in the Frank quarter of Cairo). There was no
helping it, and the rest of the steam was let off, by galloping my donkey through the
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Bazaars, thereby testing the wind of my donkey-boy, and endangering the lives of dogs and
children, about equally numerous, and equally in the way. I have not time to write another
letter to him, as there are several necessary ones to get over, and we are busy preparing for
Syria and Palestine. I hope he will come out well in the Classical Tripos. Before the letter
reached me, I saw his name in a Norfolk paper (sent to Mr Seaman) among all who were
going in for the honour school- As to the summer, our movements are quite uncertain, but it
would be very nice if we could meet. This is our rough sketch. After the Beirout Bankers,
Heald & Co, up to the 1st of May, you may if so disposed, direct to me, care of C. I. Hanson
& Co Constantinople up to the 1st of June; care of Ichielin Freres, Venice up to 1st of Julyafter which you may direct to the Hotel Bristol, Paris, perhaps. Dear H- would enjoy
travelling very much. Languages are not the least necessary; English will go all over the
world, and if one pays about half the first sum asked, you are not much imposed on. I thought
you knew Alston Cob, was to be married immediately after his ordination. Certainly send him
nothing till he has time enough left by his wife to allow him to read it. I am sorry about the
missing letter, but it is probably lying at his cottage, unless his letters have been sent after
him, in which case you will hear. Then as to Caford - Robinson tells me he thinks the
Pembroke ten?, has been given up. If so it is most scandalous: I
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am going to write about it: I am glad Stone has the book. That is owing to a letter of mine to
Wither. The Razoi account should either be charged to R. L. Morris Risley Esqre or is a hoax.
The Chemist’s bill may be a fiction or not; if the name is Chaundy, I had paid him. Ask
Parsons, that must be pretty heavy, but unless a letter of yours is missing, you don’t tell me
the amount. Probably he’s not in a hurry, but wants me to order a new coat or something of
that sort. He will be glad to know I am abroad. Loveland promised to pay any little scores of
mine as I could not go myself; he understood it when we parted. As to the box of Egyptian
things alluded to above, it must be sent with all our heavy luggage to Beirout, but on our
arrival there, it will go to London, probably to be cleared by Mr Seamans (sic) Solicitor there
at the Custom House & will then be forwarded to you. Please keep Capel’s portion for him
unless further directions come. Mine (sic) goods are Murrays Spain Vol 2- German &
Spanish dictionary & Munsr (sic) Catalogue. Mummy, Ibis, Hair and two hands, Nubian
lady’s foot Scrapers which will answer as letter weights. Pipe Bowls, Specimens of various
rocks, seeds &c labelled- fruit of the Dôm palm tree. Stone from rock of Abouseer
(southernmost point) and the top of the Pyramid (Great one of Geezeh). Pebble from
Pdf 117
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the Clergyman’s grave at Aboo Simbil. Saracen brick, and Egyptian pottery. That’s about all
unlabelled. The rest are Capel’s. The date box and a tin box have my name on them which
will save trouble of sorting. The other tin box is his. As to reading, which Father has
reminded me of; here are the books above mentioned, I have had all Mr Seaman’s local
library, i.e. all the best works on Egypt, Palestine and Syria, and I am making notes on them
with Bible references and cartoons &c, which I hope may prove useful to me by and bye. I
trust that I may have a knowledge from reading, as well as seeing of every thing as regards
customs, history &c of these countries. But there are no books scarcely beyond local ones to
be obtained at the shops here, and I should have no time for other subjects: we read a great
many books on Egypt, on our Nile trip. It is wonderful to see how the Bible and all we see
correspond, and I feel it is a great privilege to be travelling in these three countries. They
ought to be more deeply interesting to us than any others. I am getting very eager to push on
into Palestine, but there is a good deal of danger in travelling south of Hebron. We want to
get to Petra. No European has been there for three years: the 1st was there in 1822. Buckhardt
passed through it in disguise as a Muslim Pilgrim. However we shall be always warned if the
Arabs of any particular tribe are hostile, and be able to
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shift our course- Poor Mr Hart! we had his card, and had heard of his antecedents- His Father
was in Mexico [=Lehman Hart] before him, his uncle was an immense Rum importer
[=Lemon Hart Rum in Cornwall] and they are all of Jewish extraction.
Monday Feb 24th
Just one or two more things to write about, dear Mother- Please when writing to Alfred
Puddicombe, Aston Whitlock or dear Grandmamma Vincent, tell them how glad I am to get
your messages about them and their doings, and Mrs and Miss, and Master Frank Bayshawe
too, and old Molly all come in among the “absent friends” whose health we often drank,
round our table on the boat. Our movements are very uncertain. The Prince’s party (who are
to reach Alexandria to day) have written to secure our Dragoman, who is strongly
recommended in Murray’s Guide to Syria, so we must give him up and are at present without
one to supply his place. It would be curious if we fell in with the Prince [of Wales, later
Edward VII] & Dr Stanley whom I knew at Oxford. Mr Seaman knew the latter’s Father well
when Bishop of Norwich, and Capel has a clue to the Prince through the Knight of Kerry’s
family, at Valencia Ireland; he stayed there a short time, & Capel knows them well, has a
weakness for the K’s eldest daughter. I wrote to you from Alexandria and Cairo, and from
Thebes twice. I hope you have received the last letter from Thebes
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about Aboo Simbil &c, indeed all the river? above Thebes; we are sending to Alexandria for
any letters that may be lying there. Dear Christiana’s letters are very nice and shew much
more thought. What a woman she will be by next Christmas! High time to be leaving school,
and Edmund too has been very faithful in writing. Your accounts of him I like much; I shall
think of him at his ConfirmationTuesday
P.S. we have been in solemn conclave all the morning, and have just decided on a DragomanIn 65 days without Petra, or in 75 days through Petra, if the road prove safe, we are to travel
by Suez to Mt Sinai, up to Akaba, then perhaps Petra, then on to Hebron and to reach
Jerusalem by about the 5th of April- Here we stay over Easter Sunday: see the Sacred Fire and
the Pilgrims washing in the Jordan, then wend our way up all through Palestine to Mt
Lebanon. We are to reach Beirout by the middle of April. It is something delightful beyond
all thought, a sort of dreamy enjoyment. By the bye, money is running short, and we have
applied to England for more. The post is just being made up, and I must hurry off on my
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donkey, so a long good bye, till my next. My heart is with you all, and there is your birthday
dearest Mother, and dear Christiana’s just coming on. I often often (sic) think of you all
Your most loving and affectionate Son. R. Leslie Morris
Pdf 120
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The Colleen Bawn
Feb’ 12th
For a week this good old craft has been our Hotel at Thebes, and we are now once more on
the broad seas, for so the Egyptians call the Nile, and in a few more days shall have reached
Cairo, and comparative civilization again. But that week at Thebes is nothing less than a great
epoch in a man’s life. There is no sightseeing no pleasure seeking about it. It is right down
hard work, hard physical, and much harder mental work. I cannot describe what I saw, more
than what I felt. It would be presumption past all presuming. Of all the accounts of Thebes I
have been able to see, there is only one that is at all equal to what ought to be written, that is
not a miserable failure. That one is in Stanley’s Sinai and Palestine, in the Introduction on
Egypt. Miss Martineau, Wilkinson, Thompson, Curtis, & the best known Warburton are all
flat and uninteresting, when they try to describe Thebes. Karnak itself is a city of ruins, and
such ruins; it is greatness to be felt, and no less so because it is fallen. At first it is painfully
distracting to find obelisks that it took three years to bring from the first Cataract, where they
were quarried, walls eighty feet high, by twenty five thick, forests of pillars 70 feet high and
36 round, slabs of stone 40 feet long; gradually the reality dawns on one’s mind. I was there
three times by day, and
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once by moonlight, and yet I have only a knowledge of Karnak, as a whole. One shrinks from
examining in details those endless rows of hieroglyphics, that cover the faces of the walls.
For all that week we were out from morning to night, not always together, for two of our
party found duck and pigeon shooting preferable to groping by candlelight in the tombs
among bats and rubbish. Well I have visited Belzoni’s tomb, and at least fifty others; one the
Assassif (sic) belonging to the priests, is the largest of all; its passages are 862 feet long, and
the area of excavation is 23,800 square feet. Here the air was very bad, and our candles would
hardly burn. These tombs would take a few days to describe; a few more days would be taken
with the Colossi and all the temples. But after Karnak, there are four principal views before
me now, the Luxor side of the river from the other at sunset, the great tomb of Belzoni, the
Colossi from every point, and in every light, and the view of the whole plain, fifty miles
round from the top of the largest of my African mountains. You must understand that Thebes
as Thebes, does not exist, there is no such place now, and the names on my map are the only
remains of the city of the hundred gates, or rather
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temple approaches, for Thebes was never surrounded by a wall. {read Stanley} (From Cairo I
hope to send you a box of Morris’s mixture, beginning with mummies, and winding up with
dates from Karnak.) But day after day, ever since we left Wady Halfeh, we have been so betempled be-tombed, and be-monumented, that it would be useless to attempt writing it all
down, I could never give you any idea of them, except verbally perhaps by and bye in
England. We have thoroughly done everything, and there is little in the Nile accounts
(published) which we cannot relate our personal experience of. In a few days we shall be in
Cairo again, preparing to make a fresh start into the desert, Mount Sinai and Palestine. And
now I shall touch on one or two of the most striking scenes of the every day life of the
Egyptians. The government is a perfect despotism; the temples are to be cleared of sand, for
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instance, for the benefit of travellers; well the Pasha sends word that the district, adjoining
any particular temple is to provide perhaps 2000 or 3000 men, who for no pay whatever are
to work, sometimes night & day to clear it. Every person, for women and children are pressed
with the service, carries away the sand in a reed basket on his head, (for wheelbarrows are
only known on the Suez canal)
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and at least half each load drips away again. All the Pasha provides are taskmasters. Again, if
this seems unjust, the next scene is infinitely darker. Here and there on landing among the
palm groves that surround every village, we have heard such shrieking and wailing, as can
only come from women of the East. The whole village is being desolated in order to send
down men to work at the Suez canal. A regular conscript service for labourers is organised
here, and the sheikh of each district, must send in his quantum of men. Husbands and
brothers are torn from home, every able bodied man in the neighbourhood has to join the
gang, and we have seen three or four large {iron} barges, each packed with victims closer
than a cattle van in England, being towed down the river by one of the Pasha’s steamers.
Now and then, as at Kenneh a few days ago, we overtook the steam boat, while waiting for a
reinforcement. There were thousands of mourners on the shore; and it was enough to make
one’s blood boil again to see the poor fellows bound in gangs together, to watch the
companies of women shouting and tossing their hands in the air, throwing dust on their
heads, and then the drivers with hippopotamus hide whips lashing back the crowd, as
Europeans never would thrash brutes. The only happy view of it is, that before the army was
disbanded, things were infinitely worse, as more men
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were wanted. Then women were occasionally shot on the spot if they attempted to rescue
their husbands, and no sooner had the recruiting companies landed, in a village, than the
whole population for miles around fled to the tombs and holes in the mountains- and this was
not many months ago. But with regard to the women wailing: They are the only mourners at a
funeral procession, and often many of them are hired for the afternoon. The men walk before,
and then comes the coffin, or rather a rude bier, for that is all. Afterwards the women follow,
(howling indescribably). On nearing the grave, they stop about fifty yards off and to the
sound of a tambourine, and cymbals begin a doleful chant in chorus, and dance in a circle,
jerking their bodies violently backwards & forwards and slapping their cheeks till they sank
exhausted; others came up attracted by the noise, till all look most frightful figures,
disfiguring their faces with dirt and dust, tearing their hair, and throwing {tossing about}
their long blue (night dress sort of) garment. The burial ground (the best is at Siout, the
capital of Upper Egypt) lie out of the town in a dry sandy spot, for all else is inundated by the
Nile. The tombs are often only a low arch of mud brick, two feet from the ground, and
daubed
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with a course white plaster; a little white wall surrounds it, and the sheikhs (sic) tombs have
domes and an entrance for devotees to enter, and hang up their offerings there. Before leaving
our boat for good, which has been our home for the last ten weeks, I must treat you to a few
particulars about it and our crew. Enclosed is a sketch of our dahabish, [dahabiya, see sketch
on Pdf 95] (and as my powers are very limited in that way,) you must please divide up the
cabin division into bedrooms, saloon, bath room &c and put chairs, tables, hencoop &c about
the upper deck. The deck in front of the cabin, is devoted to the crew, here they lie about all
day and night, unless wanted for active work (and that is no slight matter) and then they are
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all up in a moment. Below is a shallow hold where they stow themselves to sleep on cold
nights- Here also are our heavy stores, and a few rats. In the bows is the little kitchen,
containing an oven, and all sorts of miniature compartments for cooking with a thimble full
of charcoal. Here our cook, (a fine specimen of a Nubian, very vain and dressy occasionally
when on shore) has absolute control, and his skill is something wonderful. Dinners out of
England, are generally superior to those in, but on board our boat we have feasted far
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more sumptuously than in most hotels. Then besides the extraordinary rigging (which is
about right in the sketch) you must put into the boat for propelling purposes, twelve long oars
about 25 feet, and twelve poles for punting in shallow water. Our crew are a noble lot of
fellows, and each has his particular virtue; there is the one eyed Reis who is always awake,
and the fine old helmsman who never sleeps; there is the pocket Hercules, who is always first
in any danger or hard work, and the dandy who never does more than he can help. His virtue
is his form he is an Adonis in beauty without being effeminate, & Apollo could not have been
more graceful. This idleness is perfect dignity. The helmsman Hassan, might be old Milus
[E'Milus of Aegina ?] in effigy, as he leans on that tiller night and day. Many of the crew are
injured in the eye, or have their forefinger cut off. This was done when they were children, to
avoid the Conscript laws of Mahomet Ali. Now the army is given up, the children are not
subjected to this, but Mahomet Ali put an end to it first, by enrolling a one eyed and forefingerless regiment. It is wonderful to see so many people injured in this way, in every
village. Our crew work well together, and
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are very merry. A cotton shirt and short trowsers (sic) drawers, with a white skull cap is their
usual dress. When as in early mornings, the thermometer is down below 50 degrees, they put
on a mantle of blue cotton, or coarse brown goatspun cloth. (None wear a thing below the
knees, except the Dragoman, Cabin servant and Cook; but) on reaching a town they turn out
wondrous garments of wondrous colours and wrap their heads in endless folds of cotton,
from the top of which peeps out the red cap, the true crimson Fez. The turban is the most
graceful, imposing head dress a man can wear. At first it is difficult to recognise the same
man with and without his turban, and every sort of European headdress seems insignificant to
a degree. These people cling to their religious duties most devoutly. At early morn, sunset,
and often during the day, the Reis lays aside his mantle and pipe, washes his feet and goes up
to the quarter deck, spreads his prayer carpet, and turning his face to Mecca, bows and kneels
and prostrates himself and prays and kisses, and gesticulates, while he repeats the first
chapter of the Koran. Do we see our sailors following their examples? The crew all feed in
common. There is a separate fireplace, on a log of wood for them and a boy who is their
cook, (strike a light, being our name
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for the young gentleman, and powder monkey, defining his numerous occupations.) Such a
boy for pluck was seldom known- He is at the top of the yard, in my sketch prepared to
gather in his bit of the sail, when the rest of the crew have taken their places- The crews
meals are prepared in one dish and with little change: he takes a quantity of their black bread,
which has been dried in the sun in small pieces, and lays it in the bottom of a large wooden
bowl: some Nile water softens it, and then come a few beans, or lentils with a little salt and
perhaps an onion or two. The whole is then boiled over the log fire place, till it becomes like
a brown poultice when it is poured back into the wooden bowl. It is then put on to one of the
middle planks of the deck, and the crew all squat round it, dip for themselves, and eat by fist
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fulls, carefully sucking their fingers. Pipes and sugar canes, at intervals during the day. The
pipe is generally the bubble-bubble or water pipe which is passed round. Tobacco is to the
Arab, what coffee, tea, and many other things twice as unhealthy, are to the Anglo Saxon. It
is a great part of his nourishment. As to drinking being a necessary concomitant, there is no
country so free from drinking as Egypt. Many never taste such a thing as “just a drop
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of something” {wine or spirits} and few care about it at all, but the lower order Mohamedans
will often evade their laws on the sly (if invited to do so.) With regard to the Nile river, and
its navigation. There is nothing like it in England. It is very broad, very swift and its bed is
continually changing, so that boats are often getting aground. We have been as long as 12
hours fast aground. In going up the river, every thing depends on the North Wind; our voyage
to Thebes, was an average one of 20 days. One boat has done the distance in 11 days this
year, and they will often take 30 days; when there is no wind pulling is the only resource, not
with the oars, which are useless against the current, but with a long rope which passes
through a loop, slung half way up the mast, and fastened to the upper deck near the tiller. The
rope is taken ashore; the crew harness themselves to it, and then march up the bank in a
weary procession. When the wind is from the south the boat must lie to. Every boat carries its
own mooring peg and a mallet. Coming down stream the floating process, is the usual
method, broadside, endwise, any wise, with occasionally a pull at the oars, to keep the boat in
the current, but lately we have been travelling faster, and our crew often pull for 14 or 17
hours on a stretch together. They sing or rather chant
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over every thing they do, and now and then, when they have little work, they squat in a circle,
and to the music of a tambourine, and reed pipe and clapping of hands; sing such songs as “O
my eyes and my love, and my father and my mother, and my sister, and the river, and the sun,
and the moon, and Mecca, and the Sultan, and Mohamed”. Shorter ones are “Oh the daughter
of the man who sells honey”. “The bird cones down the river to wash himself” “Put the
saddle on the horside (sic)” It is very difficult to catch their airs, for every tune in Arab
music, is divided into three parts, not semitones as we are accustomed to. On running
aground, the sailors throw off all their clothes but the skull cap, leap overboard (they swim
like fish) apply their shoulders to the boat at the part affected, and literally lift us off again.
Now let me enumerate a few of the lovely sights we have on the bank, as it passes like a
panorama of Egyptian life before us; First, to give the ladies the preference, are the veiled
women washing their clothes in the stream. They pack the doomed garments into a heap,
bespatter it with Nile mud for soap, and then dance (a toe and heel tattoe (sic)) upon it, to
squeeze the water out again. Here is washing and rough drying combined. Or again they are
filling their water jars. In Cairo the men principally officiate at the important duty of water
carrying, by means of animal skins, turned
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inside out, filled at a leg, that is left to answer for a neck, and slung on their backs, but up the
river it is all done by the women, who balance immense jars (when full weighing from 30 to
40lbs) of water on their head, and walk on with ease, and a perfectly upright figure. Their
long loose robes hang very gracefully about them. Then there are the men coming down at
prayer time, to perform their ablutions and prostrations; black slaves preparing the drying
banks for the new crop; working with the hoe we see on the walls of the tombs, or harrowing
with perhaps a camel, & buffalo harnessed in together. Then there are the Shadoufs, and the
almost naked Arabs, drawing up water in their skinbaskets, and emptying it into the troughs
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above them. Next perhaps whole droves of sheep, goats, buffaloes, cows, bullocks and
camels, with an occasional horse all trotting down to drink at the river, with a naked child or
two to bring up the rear. Further on brick-making is going on, a process of dirt pie
manufacturing in a muddy swamp {with straw to bind it together} deserted by the Nile, but it
is exactly as the tombs of 3,500 years ago, shew the bricks to have been made then, and as the
Israelites must have worked. Then perhaps the groaning of a sakia, and clusters of palm trees,
shew we are getting near a river village for there is hardly ever habitation, but on the banks;
or at least
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so far removed, as to be out of reach of the inundation. For the Sakia a deep well is dug,
which is fed from the Nile, which is easily accomplished, because the river will find its way
through the soil in any part of Egypt. Into this well, a long loop of rope and earthen jars are
dipped, turned on a wheel above, by means of a cog wheel, and a couple of oxen, and each jar
in turn empties itself into a trench. All day and all night these machines groan & creak and
creak and groan. But all labour groans in Egypt.
Now we will go into one of the villages, and you must please to consider it an average
one. The houses are built with Nile mud bricks, mixed with straw and dried in the sun. Each
house is of one story (sic) about ten feet high, and is usually composed of a court yard, a few
feet square, where visitors are received, and the general daily life, when the people are at
home goes on, and a couple of rooms. One has a mud chimney perhaps by way of furniture,
for this is the kitchen: The other two mud benches by way of beds. On the roof are mats or
millet stalks for carpets, and protection from the heat, for here the ladies often walk, and the
interior would be very hot without this. In the yard, all the family stock of donkeys &c sleep.
Every house has one, or more, dog which lies about the door
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or on the roof. They yelp hideously, when strangers appear but are utter {terrible} cowards.
No wheeled vehicle is known here indeed any where south of Cairo, so the streets from 3 to 8
feet wide are ample. The only unpleasantness is meeting a camel laden with rope panniers
filled with bricks; but a little summary chastisement, divided impartially between the camel
and his driver, will obviate the difficulty. there is possibly a bazaar, or even a small mosque if
the village is wealthy enough, but that is not often. The standard article offered for sale in the
former, are tobacco, lentils, slippers, pipe bowls, onions, little coffee cups, flat loaves of
bread, turbans and dates. The most pleasing inanimate object, except perhaps a minaret or
two, are the pigeon houses, generally mud towers built on the tops of the dwellings: the walls
are perforated with earthen jars, each of which is occupied by a separate family. Twigs of
palm wood, stand out from the walls on which the birds rest in flocks. You may often see a
few hundred flying out {in thick clouds} to drink at the river, and we have had pigeon pies,
roasted pigeons, stewed pigeons, pigeon soup, and other pigeon varieties continually. A stroll
on shore, and a few barrels {little powder and shot} soon replenishes our stock- When we
land at an out of the way place, the
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people scuttle away in great terror, but generally they have seen travellers before, and a little
market is improvised round us directly, and every possible trifle is offered for our inspectionIn spite of all their misery, these people are as cheerful, and their children as thoroughly
happy as any I know. So long as they are not absolute slaves, and they are not deprived of
their personal liberty, they are content, and would not change places with any of us. They
forget they are half starved, for they have never known what plenty of food is; they forget
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they are naked, for nakedness has been their dress since childhood. The mothers are very
fond of their children. We often see the picture of Joseph and Mary travelling into Egypt, as
the family donkey trots on, with the mother on its back, and her little one in front of her, the
father walking by the side, with a sort of alpine stock for a staff. Or a mother will lead up the
frightened child to us, and make it ask for bucksheesh (and a farthing passes here for about
the value of sixpence in England). The children sit across one shoulder, sometimes another
little urchin is seated on his mothers hip, but still she walks on with her hands free for the
spinning apparatus (enclosed). They make woollen yarn of goat hair. The crops here are the
most
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luxuriant you can conceive; sometimes we ride through tracks of beans 6 feet high. Wheat is
often cut when young for cattle food, and it is easy to realize that Egypt was once the granary
of the world. It has been said “according to the vicissitudes of the seasons, the face of the
country is adorned with a silver mane, a verdant emerald, and the deep yellow of a golden
harvest”. But this does not express the very deep green that now clothes the land; it is a
colour we do not know in England, except perhaps in small patches of rank vegetation.
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